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Design of a Vehicle Based System
to Prevent Ozone Loss
Abstract
PURPOSE: This project is designed to be completed over a three year period. Overall
project goals are:
1) To understand the processes that contribute to stratospheric ozone loss.
2) To determine the best scheme to prevent ozone loss.
3) To design a vehicle based system to carry out the prevention scheme.
The 1993/1994 design objectives included:
1) To review the results of the 1992/1993 design team, including a
reevaluation of the key assumptions used.
2) To develop a matrix of baseline vehicle concepts as a candidates for the
delivery vehicle.
3) To develop a selection criteria and perform quantitative trade studies to
use in the selection of the specific vehicle concept.
OZONE HOLE: Chlorine liberated from Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and natural sources
initiates the destruction of stratospheric ozone though a free radical chain reaction.
Reduced quantities of ozone in the atmosphere allow greater levels of ultraviolet light (UV)
radiation to reach the earth's surface. High levels of UV radiation are known to cause skin
cancer and mutations.
PREVENTION SCHEMES: A scheme proposed by R.J. Cicerone, Scott Elliot, and R.P.
Turco in late 1991 was used for the design because of its research support and economic
feasibility. This scheme uses hydrocarbon injection into the Antarctic ozone hole to form
stable compounds with free chlorine, thus reducing ozone depletion. Because most ozone
depletion takes place during a 3-4 week period each year, the hydrocarbon must be injected
during this time window.
MISSION ANALYSIS: A mission analysis model was developed to analyze a vehicles
capability to fulfill the requirement set forth by Cicerone. This model utilizes three airports
and has provisions for multiple mid-air refueling of the aircraft. The critical factors in the
mission model are the vehicle range, the volume of the polar vortex, the maximum propane
injection plume radius achievable and the maximum propane payload for a vehicle.
PROPANE DELIVERY AND STORAGE: Propane delivery and mixing techniques were
investigated to determine the best mixing technique available. This led to the exploration of
blooming jet technology. However, due to the uncertainty of the jets effectiveness at
n!
supersonic speeds and the potential for failure, the classical diffusion theory was used to
determine the mixing requirements. In addition, a multi-tank storage system was designed
and details of the tank and support structures integration with the aircraft were discussed.
SELECTION CRITERIA: The mixing problem, propane storage, and mission analysis
studies were used to compile a set of baseline vehicle requirements and a baseline mission
profile. A selection criteria was generated based on assessment of applicable existing and
proposed designs in conjunction with the developed baselines.
AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION STUDIES: Selected concepts were modeled in an
aircraft synthesis code (ACSYNT). An HSCT 2.4E model and a dedicated aircraft model
were developed and optimized using ACSYNT. The concepts were then further optimized
using a productivity index with respect to the requirement set forth in the mission analysis
code and mixing analysis details ( i.e. propane injection plume radius)
iv
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the Antarctica ozone hole in the late 1970's, there has been
much research to determine the causes and global effects of this hole. This research has
yielded a much better understanding of the factors that are its cause. With a better
understanding of the causes of the hole comes a moral responsibility to work to eliminate
these causes. As ozone depletion intervention schemes are researched and proven to be
potentially successful, their implementation also becomes the responsibility of scientists
and law-makers alike.
The project, currently in the second of a three year program, is highly
multidisciplinary with significant interactions between a range of technologies and the
environment. The overall goal of the NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program project is
to respond to the threat of ozone. This is accomplished by 1) defining the process which
contributes to stratospheric ozone loss, 2) examining possible prevention schemes and
determining the best scheme to prevent ozone loss, and 3) designing a vehicle-based
system to carry out the prevention scheme. Included in the 1993/1994 design objectives
are a review of 1992/1993 design team results including a reevaluation of key assumptions
and development of selection criteria for vehicles that potentially fulfill the baseline mission
requirements.
One of the main concerns of the implementation of an active intervention scheme is
the belief that human intervention into the environment is ethically wrong and at In'st glance
the notion of injecting a compound into the atmosphere, whose reactive nature is still of
some debate, may appear premature. However, the design of a vehicle that can accomplish
the mission of injecting a compound into the Antarctic Ozone Hole, in a constricted time
period, regardless of the chemical agent, is the main thrust of this research. The 1992/1993
design team provided this year's team with general mission guidelines and requirements.
The 1993/1994 team has further refined these guidelines and requirements by making the
ideaandprocessmuchmorereasonableandachievable.In addition,thenatureof this
projectis to identify or developanaircraftthatcanaccomplishthemissionwhile
minimizing theenormousexpenserequiredin undertakingsuchaglobaltask.
The broadarrayof multidisciplinarydesigntechnologiesmayappear,attheonset,
to be unrelated to one another. However, regardless of the first impression, they are
intricately connected and highly dependant on one another. Figure 1-1.1 illustrates the
dependence of each discipline on the others.
SUPERSONIC 1
RESERVE
suP_RSO.,C //' -.
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Mission Profile Model Aircraft Configuration Studies
Ozone Hole
Propane Mixing Analysis Propane Storage
Figure I. 1-1 Multidisciplinary Design
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Thechemicalpropertiesof ozoneandthelackof ozonein theupperatmosphere
abovetheAntarcticareattheheartof theproblem,andserveasabasisfor all otheraspects
of thedesign. All otheraspectsof thedesignaredependentuponthesefactors,andonone
another.Themissionanalysisaddressestheoptimizationof theparametersof themission
suchthatthe interventionschemecanbeaccomplishedin theefficientandcosteffective
manner.This optimizationreliesheavilyon theresultsof themixing analysis,theaircraft
configurationstudies,andto someextent,theinjection compoundstoragesystem.
Preventionschemesthatwill bediscussedlaterrequirepreciseconcentrationsof
propaneto beinjectedandmixed into theatmosphere.The mixing analysis defines a
method to ensure that the proper propane concentrations are acheived in the polar vortes.
This method also determines the attainable propane plume radius which in turn dictates the
payload required for each mission. Propane storage then plays a pivotal role in the aircraft
configuration by requiring a specific storage volume due to the chemical composition of
ozone, the amount required for a proper mixture between chlorine and propane, and the
duration of the mission (determined using the mission profile model).
The storage system for the injection compound is intimately dependent upon the
volume over which injection is to take place (i.e., the Antarctic ozone hole), the rate of
injection, and the size and range of the delivery vehicle. These factors all define the
necessary storage capacity for the tank system.
Aircraft configuration studies are used to research possible delivery vehicle
concepts, select a concept with respect to baseline delivery vehicle parameters and selection
criteria, and size a concept. The aircraft configuration studies depended on the storage tank
studies to find out the volume and mass of the tanks a delivery vehicle would have to carry
for a given propane payload. The mission analysis provided the aircraft configuration
analysis the most appropriate mission scenario for a delivery vehicle with respect to its
payload capability. Using this data, a delivery vehicle concept may be sized and evaluated
with respect to its mission performance and its cost effectiveness. Thus, although the
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different aspectsof this design appear to be individualistic and isolated from one another,
they are uniquely connected and dependent on one another.
The cyclical process of ozone production and destruction is described in the second
chapter of the report, where the chemical processes specific to the Antarctic ozone hole are
also described. In addition, it discusses the consequences of ozone depletion future
predictions. In the third chapter, possible active intervention schemes are explained, and
the selected technique described.
Chapter four addresses the mission analysis. Using the requirements set forth by
the Cicerone method of propane injection, it discusses shortcomings of last year's mission
analysis and discusses new techniques utilized in the current mission analysis. Note that
the mission analysis does not select the delivery vehicle, rather it provides a method for
determining the relative capability of an aircraft to complete the def'med mission. Chapter
five discusses the airport requirements, location, and availability for the mission analysis as
well as refueling requirements.
The injection and mixing strategies are discuss in chapter six. Once again some of
the shortcomings of the previous year's assumptions are discussed as well as new
techniques for improved injection and mixing. Although new alternative mixing techniques
were investigated (i.e. Blooming Jets), the current analysis focuses on the utilization of
classical diffusion theory. In conjunction with propane injection, the storage of the
propane is discussed in chapter seven. A preliminary multiple tank storage system is
designed, and a construction material investigation was conducted to minimize weight
while maximizing storage capacity. In addition, details of the storage tank and support
structures integration with the vehicle are discussed.
Chapter eight investigates vehicle concepts that may fulfill the requirements of the
mission. In addition, a selection criteria is developed based on the mission profile,
technology standards of the year 2006, the requirements set forth by the propane storage
and mixing analysis, and the physical capabilities of current and proposed aircraft designs.
4
Theseinvestigationsexaminetheaircraft'sability to completethemissionandcomparethe
deliveryvehicle'scapabilities to a selection criteria. Finally, chapter nine discusses
conclusions drawn from the analyses and provides multiple alternatives that are capable of
completing the mission.
5
2.0 ATMOSPHERIC OZONE
2.1 Introduction
Ozone (03) is a natural atmospheric gas, which is found in its highest concentration
in the stratosphere at an altitude between 15 and 30 km (49,000-98,000 ft) (Hamill, 1991).
This concentration of ozone, approximately 90% of the total atmospheric ozone, is essential
to maintain a livable environment, as it shields the surface of the Earth from incoming
ultraviolet radiation. Without this protective ozone "layer", it would not be possible for life
as we know it to exist.
2.2 The Ozone Cycle
Ozone is continuously generated, and destroyed, during its natural cycle as it
absorbs harmful UV radiation from the sun of wavelengths between 240 and 320 nm.
Ozone is produced in the upper stratosphere, where incoming UV radiation of wavelengths
less than 240 nm, splits molecular oxygen into atomic oxygen as in reaction (1). This
atomic oxygen can then react with another oxygen molecule, to form an ozone molecule as
in reaction (2).
02 + hV ---> O + O (wavelength < 240 nm) (1)
O + 02 ---> 03 (2)
Ozone is destroyed as it absorbs incoming UV radiation in the stratosphere before it
reaches the earth's surface (3).
03 + hV ---> 02 + O (wavelength < 320 nm) (3)
The ozone cycle then begins again as the new atomic oxygen formed in reaction (3),
can react with another oxygen molecule to produce another ozone molecule.
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Otherimportantreactionsin thecycleare:
O + 03 ---> O2 + 02 (4)
O + O ---> 02 (5)
Reaction(4) chemicallydestroysozone,andreaction(5) preventstheformationof
ozonefrom theatomicoxygen. However,thesereactionsarenot favoredbecausethe
amountof molecularoxygenpresentin thestratosphereis muchgreaterthanthatof either
atomicoxygenor ozone. As aresult,ozoneformation,reaction(2), is morelikely to
occur.
About thirty yearsago,it waspredictedthattheozonecyclewouldresultin much
greaterlevelsof ozonethanhadbeenmeasured.It wasconcludedthatanadditionaltypeof
ozonereducingprocessmustnaturallyoccur. Theprocessis describedby reactions(6)
and (7).
X + O3 ---> XO + O2 (6)
XO + O ---> X + 02 (7)
Net: O + 03 ---> 202
In this reaction the X term corresponds to either C10, NO, OH, or BrO (Zurer,
1993). These species are natumUy present, and are capable of reducing many ozone
molecules because of their catalytic reaction in which ozone is destroyed while the X
molecule remains. However, they do not do so, because they are naturally present only in
trace amounts.
The combination of the above reactions, (1) through (7), maintains the ozone
balance in the atmosphere.
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2.3 The Chlorine Connection
The wide spread use of chloroflourocarbons has resulted in an increase in the levels
of C1 radicals in the atmosphere. Over 80% of the chlorine now present in the stratosphere,
is a result of man-made sources such as CFCs (Chipperfield, 1993). Normally, CFCs are
very stable, and inert. However, when they rise into the stratosphere and are exposed to
high doses of UV radiation, a chlorine atom is released (Zurer, 1993). Figure 2.3-1 gives
a representation of this process. Reactions (8) and (9) are examples of this process for the
two most common commercial CFCs, which together contribute about 47% of the chlorine
in the atmosphere (Prather, 1990).
CFC-11 CF2C12 + hV ---> CF2C1 + C1 (8)
CFC-12 CFC13 + hV ---> CFC12 + C1 (9)
CFCs
CFCs
CFc
CFCs
Ct
CFCs
CFd
CFCs
CFCs
CFCs
CFCs
_FCs
Ozone layer shields
Earth from most solar
ultraviolet radiation
CFCs, releasedmostly
inNorthernHemisphere,
quicklydispersethroughout
koposphereandthen
slowlyenterstratosphere
MAY 24, lqq3 C&EN
Figure 2.3-1 CFC Distribution in the Atmosphere
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The majority of these active chlorine atoms, which are now capable of catalytically
destroying ozone as in reactions (6) and (7), react with either hydrogen, nitrogen, or
oxygen compounds in the stratosphere and are tied up in unreactive, stable forms termed
reservoirs. Most often the chlorine atoms end up in either hydrochloric acid (HC1), or
chlorine nitrate (C1ONO2) (Popular Science, 1992).
As a result of the increase in chlorine levels, more ozone is catalytically destroyed
by reactions (6) and (7) than would occur naturally. The increase of chlorine loading and
corresponding increase in catalytic reactions in the atmosphere explains, in part, the
reduction of the ozone layer. However, it does not explain the dramatic decrease in the
ozone layer over Antarctica during austral spring.
2.4 The Antarctic Ozone Hole
Since the early 1970's scientists stationed in Antarctica have been recording
significant decreases in atmospheric ozone during September, and October. Almost all the
ozone at certain altitudes is destroyed as the sun rises during the Southern hemisphere's
spring. In October of 1992, the hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica covered an area of 9
million square miles, and spread to include the tip of South America (Svitil, 1993).
James G. Anderson, a professor of chemistry and earth science at Harvard
University, makes the connection between CFCs, and ozone when he says "We know
unequivocally that CFCs are responsible for ozone destruction in the Antarctic." The
reason for the extreme depletion of ozone over Antarctica, while a milder depletion is
occurring elsewhere, is the extreme atmospheric conditions specific to Antarctica during the
winter.
2.4.1 The Antarctic Atmosphere during Winter
As the Southern hemisphere moves into its winter, strong westerlies encircle the
polar region, essentially isolating the air over the pole from the rest of the atmosphere. As
9
theair cools,contracts,anddescends,acyclonic systemtermedthepolarvortex is formed.
Sincethe region is in complete darkness, and there is no incoming energy, the air inside the
vortex becomes extremely cold. In fact, the air drops to a temperature of 193 K, at which
time particles of nitric acid (C1ONO2) condense (type I polar stratospheric clouds). As the
temperature drops even further to about 187 K, ice particles form (type II polar
stratospheric clouds) (Hamill, 1991). Figure 2.4-1 gives a representration of these
conditions.
WINTEE
no lint trV_()----._c_laiJonB s_ _orle, r_ B
< w
chemicals _ m tee_k_lt
s...mg--.r
W i W
m0-t
level
50_S
- 201r.m
- |0
teve|
70 ° 80 ° South 80' 70 ° 60* 50"S
Pole
W strotlg westerlies B t:mrrier to imported ozone
Geographical Mag_ne Aug. 1993
Figure 2.4-1 - Winter Atmospheric Conditions Over Antarctica
Which Result in Extreme Ozone Loss (Money, 1993)
The importance of the polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs) is that they provide a
surface on which chemical reactions can occur. On the PSCs, heterogeneous reactions
convert stable chlorine reserves of hydrogen chloride (HC1), and chlorine nitrate
(C1ONO2), to photolytically reactive molecular chlorine (C12), and hypochlorous acid
(HOC1) as in reactions (10) and (11). (HarniU, 1991)
HC1 + C1ONO2 ---> C12 + HNO3
H20 + C1ONO2 ---> HOC1 + HNO3
(10)
(11)
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As thepolarwinterendswith therisingof thesun,the incomingsolarradiation
releaseschlorineatomsfrom themolecularchlorine(C12)andhypochlorousacid(HOCI) as
in reactions(12),and(13),freeingthemto reactcatalyticallywith theozoneasin reactions
(6) and(7) (Zurer, 1993).
C12+ hV ---> 2C1 (12)
HOCL+ hV ---> OH + CI (13)
Thisoccursoverathreeweekperiodduringwhichtheactivechlorinedestroysthe
ozonein thepolarvortex. Thisozoneaccountsfor approximately3%globallyof total
stratosphericozone(Hamill, 1991).
With therisingof thesun,theincomingsolarenergyeventuallycausesthevortexto
breakdownin australspring(Autumnin theNorthernHemisphere).Without the
necessarywinter atmosphericonditions,ozonedestructionessentiallyceasesuntil thenext
year.
2.4.2 The Future of the Ozone Hole
The hole in the ozone layer first occurred in the 1970's when the level of chlorine in
the atmosphere reached 2 ppb. Since then, chlorine levels have continued to rise to reach
approximately 3.5 ppb. today, and are predicted to rise further until they reach about 5 ppb
in 2010.(Prather, 1990) Figure 2.4-2 gives an indication of the increase in chlorine levels
over the past thirty years, and predicts future levels under the restrictions of the Montreal
protcol.
11
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appears
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Figure 2.4-2
0
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Note: Measured (1960-90) and pro_cted (from 1990 on) abundances of chlorine in the
atmosphere under the terms of the ong,nal 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances Ti_at
Deplete the Ozone Layer and under its 1990 London and 1992 Copenhagen re_s_ons
Source: World Meteorological Organization
Prediction of Future Atmospheric Chlorine Concentrations (Prather, 1990)
Since the hole first occurred when chlorine reached a concentration of 2 ppb in the
atmosphere, it is predicted that the hole will reoccur until the levels again drop to 2 ppb.
Under the 1992 revisions of the Montreal protocol which calls for the complete phase out
of CFCs by 1996, the 2 ppb. level of chlorine is not predicted to occur until about the year
2060.(Zurer, 1993)
2.5 Global Ozone Depletion
After the polar vortex breaks down, and the air inside is no longer isolated, ozone
rich air from surrounding latitudes moves in and partially replenishes the ozone layer over
Antarctica. As a result, the surrounding region's ozone layer is decreased. This
surrounding region consists of populated areas of South America, and Australia. In 1990
the extreme loss of ozone over Antarctica resulted in a decrease in ozone over the mid-
latitudes of the Southern hemisphere during the spring and summer of as great as 10%
(Prather, 1990).
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In addition to theozone "sink" of the hole, which reduces levels of ozone
throughout the southern hemisphere during the spring, and summer, there has been a
general overall global reduction of the ozone layer during the past years. In the past
fourteen years, the ozone layer over both North America, and Europe has decreased by
approximately 4-7% (Madronich, 1993). Figure 2.5-i shows the ozone loss for the past
ten years over Europe and North America.
The Washington Post, April 15, 1993
Figure 2.5-1 Approximation of Northern Hemisphere Ozone Reduction
for the Past Decade
It should be noted that there are natural seasonal variations, as well as year-to-year
variations in ozone levels. In fact, ozone levels vary slightly with time of day. These
variations generally correspond to changes in incoming amounts of solar radiation, as the
destruction/production process of the ozone cycle is dependant on the amount of incoming
radiation. However, the losses in ozone are generally calculated on a yearly average to
account for seasonal variations, and the reduction in ozone that has occured over the past
years, falls far outside of the range of the natural variation.(Parsons, 1994)
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It is oftenstatedthatnaturalphenomenon,specificallyvolcaniceruptions,resultin
ozoneloss. Althoughvolcanoesdueinjectchlorinecompoundsinto theatmosphere,direct
measurmentstakenon bothE1Chichon,the largesteruptionin the 1980's,andon
Pinatuba,the largestsince1912,haveshownthattheoverallcontributionof theeruptions
to bothchlorineconcentration,andozonelosswasminor.fParson,1994)
2.6 Consequences of Ozone Depletion
The result of the worldwide reduction in ozone is an increase in levels of UV-b
radiation. For every percent decrease in ozone, there is an approximate increase of 1.3% in
UV radiation (Solomon, 1992). The consequences of increasing UV radiation are
somewhat uncertain. However, it is predicted that a 10% loss of ozone would result in
1.75 million more cases of cataracts a year, and a 26% increase in non-melanoma skin
cancer, or an additional 300,000 cases worldwide per year (Lipske, I992). It is also
thought that UV increases will cause damage to the immune system. Table 2.6-1 provides
predicted rates of increase for carcinoma skin cancers, of which more than 90% of cases in
the past have been atributed to UV-b exposure (Wayne,1991)
Table 2.6-1 Expected Increases in Skin Cancer Rates
Due to Ozone Depletion between 1979 and 1992 (Madronich,1992)
Latitude % Ozone Loss
1979-1992
%Increase in rate
basal cell carcinoma
%increase in rate
squamous cell carcinoma
75N 9.0 +/- 2.9 15.4 +/- 5.8 29.1 +/- 11.5
55N 7.4 +/- 1.3 13.5 +/- 5.3 25.4 +/- 10.3
35N 4.8 +/- 1.4 8.6 +/- 4.0 16.0 +/- 7.6
15N 1.5 +/- 1.1 2.7 +/- 2.4 4.8 +/- 4.4
15S 1.9 +/- 1.3 3.6 +/- 2.6 6.5 +/- 4.8
35S 4.0 +/- 1.6 8.1 +/- 3.6 14.9 +/- 6.8
55S 9.0 +/- 1.5 20.4 +/- 7.4 39.3 +/- 15.1
75S 19.5 +/- 2.6 50.6 +/- 21.4 107.7 +/- 52.0
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In additionto humanconsequences,it is predictedthatpercentageincreasesin UV
radiationwill correlateto equalpercentagereductionsin cropyields,atanalmostoneto one
reduction. Similarly, ozonethinningcancurb treeheightandmassin our forests.(Lipske,
1992) Of evenmoreconcernto scientistsis thereactionof photoplanktonin Antarctic
watersto the increasein UV radiation.
Photoplanktonis thebasesfor themarinefoodchain in theregion,andachangein
its makeupcould alterthepopulationbalanceof theanimalswhichfeedon them. In 1992,
theproductionof photoplanktonwasreducedby 6 to 12percentin Antarctic waters.
(Svitil, 1993) This means that UV radiation increases are threatening a critical food source,
and could disrupt the entire marine food chain.
Generally, it is predicted that the continued thinning of the ozone layer will lead to
major changes in the Earth's ecosystem. These impending problems are what initiated, and
are what motivate research in the scientific community to repair/reduce the damage.
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3.0 ACTIVE INTERVENTION SCHEMES
3.1 Introduction
To prevent further damage to the environment, and specifically the ozone layer, a
number of active intervention schemes have been proposed by the scientific community.
These proposals range from the deflection of UV radiation by mechanical means, to man-
made generation of ozone, to cleanup of the CFCs by chemical means. The main problem
inherent in any of these proposals is the lack of a thorough understanding of the
atmosphere, and the dynamics of atmospheric constituents, energy transfer, and global
circulation. As a result, any analysis can only be done on a limited scale model, and
therefor cannot accurately predict the reaction of the environment to the intervention
scheme. Even so, a number of intervention plans are being pursued. They have been
researched by Jacob Kay in a paper entitled "A Review of the Stratospheric Ozone
Depletion Problem and Considerations for the Development of Vehicle-Based Intervention
Scemes" and are briefly described below.
3.2 Ethics of Intervention
There are a number of concerns over the implementation of an active intervention
scheme. Most of which stem from the fact that there is an incomplete understanding of the
behavior of environmental systems. Without understanding the full mechanics of the
system, any predictied response to perturbations in it would lack a basis. Therefor any
large-scale intervention sceme would have inherent risks. The risks include possible side
effects, or negative reactions, as well as the wasting of time and resources.
These scemes are being considered because of the environmental danger faced by
the world due to the depletion of the ozone layer. It is predicted that the whole Earth
ecosystem could be disrupted, the number deaths due to skin cancer increased, and
unknown health problems resulting from increased untraviolet radiation exposure
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encountered.With possiblepreventivetechnologyavailable,anotherquestionarises:Is it
ethicalto knowingly allow people,andtheecosystem,to besubjectedto dangerousUV
radiationlevelswhenit couldbeprevented?Therewill alwaysbesomecontroversy,but if
actionis not takenandthepredictionsareprovedto be accurate, the consequences to the
environment and to the human lifestyle will be significant. While the opportunity exists to
restore the natural ozone cycle, and prevent the consequences of misuse, it should be
seized.
3.3 in situ Ozone Generation
Generation of man-made ozone by photolysis, or electric discharge to replace that
lost due to CFCs would be ideal. Ozone can be generated by emulating the natural ozone
production process described in equations (1) and (2) by disassociation of molecular
oxygen. However, the amount of energy required to photolyse oxygen and produce ozone
is excessive; to produce 1% of global ozone, over 10 gigawatts of power must be supplied
to the atmosphere for an entire year (Kay, 1992). A nuclear plant produces 3 gigawatts.
The creation of ozone by electric discharge has a similar problem. Electric
discharges of several kilovolts can generate molecular oxygen and thereby ozone, as in
reaction (14).
e- + 02 ---> 20 +e- (14)
Unfortunately,ozone isonly generatedatarateof 150 g ozone/kWh ('Fowler,
1988). This translatesintoa power requirement of 30 gigawatts.Thcsc power
requirements of 10 and 30 gigawattsarc farto high forthe scheme tobc reasonably
irnplcmcnted. In addition,although ozone protectsus from UV radiationwhen itisinthe
stratosphere,ozone isa poisonous gas. As a resultitcan not simply be produced by a
ground based system and releasedintothe atmosphere inhigh concentrations,but would
requirecontainrncnt,and distributionintothe stratosphere.And finally,althoughthc
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overall rate of ozone production would increase, the chlorine which was destroying the
ozone to begin with would keep on attacking it and might completely negate the effect.
3.4 Removal of PSCs
As explained in the chapter on ozone, polar stratospheric clouds are necessary for
the chemical heterogeneous processes to occur, and for the formation of the ozone hole.
By either removing them, or preventing their formation, the ozone hole would be
prevented. It is theorized that 5.5 GW of microwave radiation at 22 GHz produced by a
low Earth orbit satellite, could evaporate the PSCs in 38.8 days. (Kay, 1992)
Although this process would dissipate the PSCs, the remaining molecules can
reform into new PSCs because of the persisting extreme cold. Also the fate of the chemical
species contained in the PSCs after being liberated is unknown. In addition, spill over
microwave radiation would reach both the troposphere, and the surface of the Earth with
unknown consequences. This plan requires further, and complete knowledge of the PSC
cycle, and research into possible side effects of spillover radiation to be implemented.
3.5 NOx Injection
The introduction of an NOx species into the atmosphere, could restore the active
chlorine to its stable reservoirs by reaction (15) (Kay, 1992), thereby preventing the
catalytic destruction of the ozone by free chlorine.
C10 + NO2 + M ---> C1ONO2 + M (15)
Unfortunately, data on the injection of NOx into the atmosphere is lacking. Also,
while the reaction of NOx with chlorine forms stable reservoirs, NOx on its own, is a
known catalytic ozone destroyer. The unpredictability of this method makes it unfeasible.
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3.6 Chemical Adsorbent
A permanent solution for the prevention of ozone reduction would be the removal
of the chlorine introduced into the atmosphere by CFCs. It has been proposed that the
addition of zeolite chemical sieves (minerals with extensive molecular pores) into the
atmosphere could "soak up" the unwanted atmospheric chlorine. (Kay, 1992)
These sieves are presently used industrially to absorb Freon-12, and certain
chlorinated molecules. However, the introduction of them into the atmosphere raises a
question of their selectivity. It is quite possible that the sieves would remove a number of
species from the atmosphere, and not just the chlorine. Also, the sieves would have to be
introduced as a powder which might settle towards the ground before having time to
achieve the desired outcome. In addition, the recovery and disposal of the sieves would be
extremely costly and difficult. Finally, the reaction of the sieves to high doses of UV
radiation is unknown, and it is quite possible that they would be rendered useless. As with
the other active intervention schemes, further understanding is required.
3.7 Injection of Alkali Metals
Disruption of the conversion process of chlorine reserves into active chlorine atoms
by the addition of an alkali salt/metal would prevent the ozone hole from occurring. It has
been proposed that by the addition of an alkali metal, sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for
example, the hydrochloric acid (HC1) in the atmosphere could be dissolved on the PSCs
before it reacts to release atomic chlorine (Kay, 1992), as in reaction (16).
NaOH + HC1 ---> NaC1 + H20 (16)
If the resulting NaC1 remains stable, and does not re-release the chlorine, it would
then settle out of the atmosphere. Whether or not it will has not yet been determined, and is
the major drawback. As with the other chemical intervention schemes, there is the concern
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of unknown reactions in the atmosphere with the chemical additive, and as before more
extensive experiments, and modeling needs to be done.
3.8 Blocking UV Radiation
A different idea for preventing the consequences of the thinning ozone layer, is
partial shielding of the Earth from the UV radiation. A number of ideas have been
considered, such as the placement of a system of mirrors in Earth orbit to deflect some of
the incoming radiation. The most simple and sound idea is the induced formation of stratus
clouds, as they have been found to provide significant protection against UV radiation
(Kay, 1992).
The idea is simple and introduces no reactive chemicals into the atmosphere (H20).
However, there is no known process by which cloud formation can be achieved. In
addition, this is a restricted, short term, local solution, which even if generated would
dissipate quickly.
3.9 Hydrocarbon Injection
The atmospheric intervention scheme that has had the most experimental testing, is
the injection of hydrocarbons into the polar vortex with the intent of scavenging the atomic
chlorine there. It is proposed by R. J. Cicerone, Scott Elliott, and R. P. Turco in a paper
entitled "Reduced Antarctic Ozone Depletion in a Model with Hydrocarbon Injections"
(Cicerone, 1991), and appears to be the most promising proposal due to the accompanying
research. As a result, hydrocarbon injection is the intervention scheme that has been
selected for implementation.
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3.9.1 The Injection Concept
It is proposed that by the injection of a hydrocarbon into the polar vortex, during
the time period of catalytic ozone destruction by atomic chlorine, the amount of ozone that
is destroyed could be minimized by the immobilization of the active chlorine through its
rapid reaction with a hydrocarbon (Cicerone, 1991). The intention is to inject a
hydrocarbon, specifically either propane or ethane, to react with the chlorine and tie it up in
a reservoir until the polar vortex breaks down, and atmospheric conditions no longer exist
for the release of atomic chlorine. The general reaction of a hydrocarbon with atomic
chlorine is equation (17).
C1 + CxHy ---> HC1 + CxHy (17)
The use of propane is recommended as it does a better job of entrapping the active
chlorine. The propane reacts at a 1:1 ratio with the active chlorine, and the amount required
is therefor dictated by the amount of active chlorine in the stratosphere. As of 1991, the
concentration of atomic chlorine present during the optimum injection time period was 2
ppb.(Cicerone, 1991).
Under analysis, the injection of 1.8 ppb. of propane did not accomplish the desired
results, and in some cases actually increased ozone reduction. The injection of 3.6 ppb. of
propane though, provided the desired outcome of minimal ozone reduction. (Cicerone,
1991)
3.9.2 The Atmospheric Model
The computer model used in the Cicerone analysis was based on a tested model of
stratospheric gas-phase photochemistry (Turco, 1985) with the addition of atmospheric
knowledge of the south polar region. It included data (as of 1991) for both the Antarctic
atmospheric composition, and the ozone chemistry reduction reactions. It included 130
stratospheric gas-phase photochemistry equations, all known heterogeneous PSC
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reactions,aswell asthecorrespondingreactionratesfor both thegas-phasereactions,and
theheterogeneousreactions.For specificson thechemicalreactionsincludedin the
analysisseeCicerone1991.
Themodelparametersareasfollows:
Parameter Baseline Input
Altitude 15 km
Latitude 80 S
Calculations begin 8 August
Sunrise 15 August
PSC evaporation 1 September and
1 October
(Cicerone, 1991)
This model is a simulation, and as a result there are simplifications inherent in it.
These simplifications may result in inaccuracies, and provide misleading results.
Unfortunately, until a completly accurate model of the atmosphere is developed, or
experimental testing is done on the actual atmosphere, there is no way in which to quantify
the error involved in the model.
3.9.3 Implementation
The major constraint on the implementation of the hydrocarbon injection scheme is
the time period; approximately three weeks. For the scheme to work as predicted,
approximately 100,000 tons of propane needs to be distributed throughout the polar vortex
in the region of 15 to 20 km (47,000-65,000 ft) covering an area of 2 x 107 km 2.
In addition to the small delivery window, the mixing of the propane is crucial, as
there is little natural atmospheric mixing, and the entire scheme is dependent on achieving
the correct distribution. As a result, a detailed analysis of both the mixing scheme, and
mission is required so that the propane would be evenly distributed at an average
concentration of 3.6ppbv. throughout the entire polar vortex.
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4.0 MISSION ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
Several types of delivery systems were investigated to implement the Cicerone
method, including lighter-than-air (LTA) vehicles, missiles, and aircraft. These
investigations were performed by the 1992-93 Virginia Tech USRA/NASA Advanced
Design team and are detailed in their final report. LTA's were ruled out because of their
low speed, altitude restrictions (propane delivery altitudes will be as high as 66,000 feet),
and susceptibility to damage from the high winds present in the operational area. Missiles
were also ruled out, based on their low payload to gross weight ratio and debris problems.
It was decided that aircraft were the most appropriate delivery vehicle due to their high
payload capacity and high speed.
The proposed mission profile calls for a fleet of aircraft flying through the polar
vortex region while injecting propane into the atmosphere. This propane delivery scheme
assumes uniform coverage of the entire polar vortex area by overlapping the propane
injection plumes created behind the aircraft. Propane will be delivered on two or three
levels (depending on plume radius) to ensure coverage over the entire polar vortex
thickness.
This chapter details the work done to optimize the delivery pattern and parameters
such that the number of aircraft required (and therefore cost) is as low as realistically
feasible. The mission analysis schemes developed are multidisciplinarily linked to the other
aspects of this project; mainly to the mixing analysis studies and the aircraft configuration
studies performed.
As detailed later in this chapter, the number of aircraft required to implement the
Cicerone method is highly dependent on the plume radius attainable as determined by the
mixing analysis. As the plume radius increases, however, the payload capacity required of
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theaircraftalsoincreases.Furthermore,payloadconsiderationsmustbetakeninto account
whenconsideringthepossibility of mid-air refuelingto reducethenumberof aircraft
required.Themissionanalysisis thereforedependenton thepayloadcapacitydetermined
by theaircraftconfigurationstudiesportionof thisproject(seeChapter8).
4.2 Mission Parameters
Critical factors for this mission include the delivery time window, the volume of the
delivery area, the assumed injection plume diameter, the maximum aircraft payload, and the
mission range for each aircraft. Propane injection rate is taken into account in the plume
diameter assumption. The assumed plume diameter along with the aircraft's velocity dictate
the injection rate. The injection rate therefore does not have to be explicitly specified.
Cicerone specified a three week delivery window, although Kay suggested this
could be increased to four weeks if necessary. This analysis assumes a three week
window thus allowing for any unanticipated problems which may increase the time
required.
Although the exact volume of the polar vortex changes from year to year, it was
assumed constant in this analysis for simplicity. The polar vortex covers an area of
approximately 20 million sq. km (5.83 million sq. nm) and has a height of 5 km (2.7 nm)
as specified in the 1992-93 Virginia Tech NASA/USRA Advanced Design Team's final
report. This equates to a volume of 100 million km 3 (15.73 million nm3). The proposed
delivery scheme assumes propane injection whereby the plumes are overlapped to minimize
the number of untreated areas.
The mission modeling is highly dependent on the assumed plume diameter. (This
will be discussed in greater detail in section 4.6). With a plume radius of less than 1428 m
(0.77 nm), treatment over the entire height of the polar vortex requires delivery at three
altitude levels, as shown in Figure 4.2-1. If a plume radius of greater than 1428 m (0.77
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nm) canbeattained,thenumberof requireddelivery levelsis decreasedto two. This
reducesthenumberof missionsrequiredimmensely. Increasingtheplumediameteralso
increasesthehorizontalspacingbetweenflight paths,andthusgreatlydecreasesthe
requirednumberof missionsrequiredto covertheentirepolarvortexvolume. Hence,it is
desirableto havethelargestplumediameterthatcanrealisticallyprovidetherequired
propaneconcentrationof 3.0partsperbillion.
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Figure 4.2-1 Sample cross sectional area of delivery scheme.
4.3 1992-93 Mission Model
The mission model proposed by the 1992-93 team is shown in Figure 4.3-1. This
model was designed so that aircraft would fly out of two airport regions, located in South
America and Australia. Each aircraft would fly at Mach 2.4 in concentric arcs around the
South Pole until the fuel or payload were expended and the aircraft had to return to base.
The arc radius would decrease by 1,732 rn (5,682 ft) whenever a mission reached the
dividing line between the two airport regions. This decrease in radius is determined by the
assumed plume diameter taking plume overlap into account. Each new mission would
begin where the previous mission ended. A FORTRAN program implementing this
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methodwasdevelopedby the 1992-93Virginia TechNASA/USRAAdvancedSenior
Designteamwhich outputthenumberof missionsrequiredandthetotalmissionrange.
Thisenabledthedeterminationof thenumberof aircraftrequired.
South Pole
\
1732 m
Figure 4.3-1 Schematic of the proposed 1992-93 mission model.
Further investigation of this model revealed several drawbacks. The range of each
aircraft must be nearly 15,000 km (8,000 rim) or the number of aircraft required becomes
prohibitive. Even at this range, 130 aircraft were required to complete the mission in the
allotted time window. The current design team deemed a 15,000 km (8,000 nm) range
unrealistic. No Mach 2.4 aircraft in existence or in development possess a range this large.
A proposed option of using tankers to increase effective aircraft range was
investigated by the 1993-94 team. This option decreased the number of aircraft required,
but still required an aircraft range of 15,000 km (8,000 nm) due to the proposed delivery
pattern. This option required refueling before and after propane injection. Therefore, if a
plane was unable to refuel, it would be lost.
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Anotherdrawbackof thepreviousmissionmodelwastheinefficientuseof aircraft
range. Each aircraft returned to base when the remaining range equaled the range to the
base or when the aircraft ran out of propane. Using this model, virtually every aircraft
reached its return point somewhere inside the vortex. The aircraft would potentially have to
fly a considerable distance through areas of the vortex already covered. The next mission
would then have to fly through this same area before beginning injection. This led to a large
increase in total mission range, total number of missions, and number of aircraft required.
An simplification made in the FORTRAN code developed was neglecting the
turning radius of the aircraft when decreasing the arc radius. The code decreased the arc
radius by 1,732 m (5,682 ft), but for the proposed velocity of Mach 2.4, the minimum
turning diameter, based on a 2-G load, is 67.6 km (36.5 nm). The distance consumed in
turning is 106.25 km (57.37 nm). When multiplied over the 4000+ missions required, this
adds 425000 km (229480 nm) to the total mission which would require the addition of
about one aircraft. The addition of this aircraft seems almost insignificant. However,
because of this approximation, the pattern that was modeled could not actually be flown.
It was determined that the problems in the 1992-93 proposed mission model,
namely the high range of the vehicle, the inefficient use of vehicle range, and the absence of
the turning distance, necessitate the development of a more detailed model.
4.4 1993-94 Mission Models
Several new mission models were developed by the 1993-94 team to address the
deficiencies in the 1992-93 model. The driving factors for the development of the new
models were to keep down the range of the aircraft, reduce the number of aircraft required,
and ensure that each aircraft has enough fuel to return to base at every point in the mission.
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4.4.1 The Through-and-Back Model
The first mission model developed requires the use of three airports from only one
airport region. South America was chosen for its closer proximity to the polar vortex. (The
airports will be discussed in Chapter 5.) Each aircraft would fly out from its airport and
rendesvous with a tanker on the way to the polar vortex, adding approximately 1,500 km
(800 nm) to its effective range. The aircraft would then accelerate to Mach 2.4 and travel
from one side of the vortex to the other while injecting propane. Mach 2.4 was chosen as
the delivery velocity because it is the highest realistically attainable Mach number for the
aircraft being considered for delivery vehicles as discussed in Chapter 8. After executing a
2-G turn, the aircraft travels back along a path parallel to the fin'st, once again delivering
propane all the way through the vortex. Using this technique, the aircraft would have
enough fuel left over to return to base without refueling. For the 256 km (138 nm) wide
strip at the top and bottom edges of the polar vortex, each plane would execute a turn of
radius 128 km (69 nm) on the turn-around to allow coverage to the edge of the polar vortex
while minimizing the number of missions.
Figure 4.4-1 depicts one sortie for the proposed mission model. Each flight path
overlaps several on either side during turn-around. This should cause no problem, as the
aircraft will be staggered at take-off and while refueling. The plume diameter was assumed
to be 2000rn (the same as for the 1992-93 model), but adjacent plumes are not created by a
single aircraft. The plumes from a single aircraft are separated by the turning diameter. By
dividing the turning diameter by the assumed plume diameter, it is determined that 36
missions are required to make one sweep of planes flying through the vortex and back in
parallel paths.
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Figure4.4-1 Schematicof the Through-and-Back mission model.
A FORTRAN program was developed to implement this model. The program ran
in blocks of 36 missions (to cover a strip of one turning diameter's width through the
vortex and one turning diameter's width back through the vortex), fully covering a strip of
the vortex 135 km (73 nm) wide. For the outer edge, a block of 69 missions was run to
cover the remaining portion of the vortex. This entire procedure was done for half the area
of the vortex at one altitude. The results from this were then doubled to account for both
sides of the vortex and tripled to account for all three delivery altitudes. The number of
aircraft and the number of sorties per day per aircraft were calculated based on the total
mission range, number of missions, Mach number, and ground time. The time required
for refueling and climbing to altitude were also taken into consideration. Finally, the
program assumed that ten percent of the fleet was grounded to take into account any
repairs, maintenance, etc. that might be necessary.
The results from the "Through-and-Back" model were very encouraging. Using
the same parameters as the 1992-93 team, the number of aircraft required for the baseline
mission (Mach = 2.4, Plume Radius = 1000 m, Ground Time = 4 hours) was reduced
from 130 to 99. Approximately 20 tankers would be required to accomplish the refuelings.
(Tanker requirements are discussed further in Chapter 5.) Despite the advantages of this
new model, the model had a few shortcomings that needed to be addressed. The first and
most significant of these shortcomings is that due to a lack of foresight, the FORTRAN
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codedid notprovideaconvenientway to testtheeffectsof changes on the mission
parameters such as delivery velocity, plume radius, and ground time. It was therefore very
difficult to perform sensitivity studies on these and other variables. The second drawback
of this model is that it did not allow for a second or third refueling such that the aircraft
could make a second or third run through the vortex and back without returning to base.
These issues were addressed by the "Modified Through-and-Back" model which is
discussed in section 4.4.3.
4.4.2 The Quartered Vortex Model
At the suggestion of Dr. S. C. Sarin, a pattern optimization specialist in the
Industrial Systems Engineering Department at Virginia Tech, a new model was developed
in an attempt to decrease the distance to and from the point at which delivery begins and
ends, respectively. The pattern, which is pictured in Figure 4.4-2, divides each delivery
level into quarters. Two quarters on one side of the vortex would be covered by aircraft
from a South American airport while the other two quarters would be covered by aircraft
from an Australian airport. After reaching the entry point of the vortex, the delivery aircraft
would fly to the center of the vortex. After making a 90 degree turn, the aircraft would fly
to the outer edge of the vortex and then fly along a path parallel to the circumference of the
vortex until it reached its point of entry. The aircraft would then return to its airport. Each
subsequent aircraft would then follow a path one plume diameter inside the previous
aircraft's path until the quarter is filled in. The results of this quarter would then be
multiplied by four to obtain the results for one level of the vortex. This number would then
be multiplied by two or three (depending on the plume diameter) to cover all levels of the
vortex,
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Figure4.4-2 QuarteredVortexModel
While thispatterndid originally showpotential,theneedto utilize airportsonboth
sideof thevortexnegatesanypossibleadvantages.Sincetheaircraftfrom theAustralian
airport wouldhaveto fly anadditional926km (500nm) to andfrom thevortex(1852km
permission),this resultsin anincreasedrangeof 926km(500nm) for theaveragemission.
A FORTRAN programwaswritten to simulatethispattern.Usingbaseline mission
parameters (Mach = 2.4, Plume radius = 1000m, Ground Time = 4 hrs), the program
revealed that this pattern would require approximately twice as many aircraft as the
"Through-and-Back" model ( 196 compared to 99). Due to these preliminary results, no
more work was put into this model.
4.4.3 Modified Through.and-Back Model
To expand upon the "Through-and-Back" model and address its shortcomings, a
new mission model was developed and a FORTRAN program was written. This new
model shares the same approach as the Through-and-Back model. Aircraft based at a
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SouthAmericaairportfly to thevortexatsubsonicspeedsrefuelingby tankerjust before
theyreachthevortex. Theythenaccelerateandclimb to injectionvelocityandaltitudeand
begindeliveringpropane.Theaircraft fly throughthevortex,turn around,andfly back
throughthevortexagaindeliveringpropane.
Severalmodificationsweremadeto theold model. TheIn'stmodificationallows
eachaircraft to befully refueledin theair aftermakingeachpassthroughthevortexand
backsuchthattheaircraftcanmakeanotheroundtrip throughthevortexwithout returning
to base(SeeFigure4.4-3). This takesadvantageof thefact thattheaircraftproposedfor
themission(seeChapter8) arecapableof carryingenoughpropanepayloadfor morethan
oneround trip throughthevortexthuscuttingdownon thenumberof requiredtripsto and
from thevortex.
Figure4.4-3 Modified Mission Pattern with Refueling
(Refueling location marked by x)
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A secondmodificationto themodelwastheadjustmento theturningradius. In the
old model,eachaircraftmadea 2-Gturn afteronepassthroughthevortex. This
determinesthedistancebetweentheaircraft'strip throughthevortexandthetrip back.
With theturningradiusspecified,however,ablock of thevortexateitherendis left that
mustbecoveredwith onetrip throughthevortex(notmakinguseof thereturntrip). In the
newmodel,theturningradiusis determinedsuchthattheradiusis the lowestpossible(for
a2-G or lessturn) suchthattheentirevortex is coveredwithout theneedfor anextratrip
throughthevortexto covertheouteredge.Thenumberof refuelingsis takeninto account
in determiningthisradius.
Thethird andmostimportantmodificationto theold modelis thefact thatall
missionparameterscanbeeasilyvariedin theFORTRANprogramto performsensitivity
studiesonall relevantparameters.Thishasalsoallowedtheexaminationof all reasonable
missionconfigurationssuchthattheoptimumconfiguration(fewestrequiredaircraft)could
bedetermined.A featurewasaddedto theprogramthattabulatesthethirty bestmission
configurationsfor givenpayloadrestrictions.This featurewasusedaspartof theaircraft
configurationstudyandwill bediscussedfurther in Chapter8. A copyof theFORTRAN
codeis includedasAppendixB.
Investigationsof this modelshowedthatit yieldsthesmallestnumberof aircraft
requiredof themodelsinvestigated.Thisprovedthemodelto be thebestavailable.
4.5 Model Assumptions and Details
It was necessary to make certain assumptions for simplification of each of the
models. Though the shape of the vortex actually changes from year to year, it was taken to
be a cylinder of diameter 160 km (86.4 nm) and height 5 km (2.7 nm), as specified by
Cicerone. The speed of sound used for the determination of flight velocity was taken to be
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295 rn/s(968ft/s),which is thestandarddayvalueoverthealtitudesatwhich theaircraft
will beflying.
Thefinal assumptionwasthatsomewayof maintainingthedistancebetween
injectionpathswill beavailable. It wasassumedthatglobalpositioningsatellitescombined
with the inertial navigationsystemhavethecapacityto deliveraccuratepositioningdatato
theaircraftduringflight.
Thecurrentmissionmodelrequiresonly oneairportregion,asopposedto two
requiredfor the 1992-93 mission model. Based on distance from the polar vortex and the
South Pole, South America was chosen as the best region from which to base missions.
The average distance to the polar vortex for the three closest airports in this region is
approximately 1,670 km (900 rim).
The possibility of using Antarctica as a base for missions was investigated by the
1992-93 Virginia Tech NASA/USRA Advanced Design team, but severe weather
conditions during the delivery window have the potential to severely restrict flight
operations. The possibility of using Antarctica as a mission base was therefore dismissed;
however, in the event of an emergency landing of one of the delivery aircraft, a rescue
mission could be mounted from one of the several scientific stations located on the
continent.
Each aircraft will cruise from the airport to the tanker at Mach 0.8, and refueling
will also occur at this speed. The time required for refueling was incorporated into the
logic of the model.
4.6 Sensitivity Studies
The FORTRAN program written for the Modified Through-and-Back model made
it very simple to vary as many variables as desired while holding the others constant.
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Several studies were therefore performed to determine which variables had the biggest
impact on the mission. The object was to minimize the number of aircraft required.
Figure 4.6-4 illustrates that it is desirable to deliver the propane at the highest
Mach number possible while utilizing the most refuelings possible. The graph shows the
dependency of the number of aircraft on the delivery Mach number. As expected, the
number of aircraft is greatly reduced as the delivery Mach number increases. At higher
Mach numbers, however, the change in number of aircraft as Mach increases is not nearly
as significant as it is at lower Mach numbers. This graph also emphasizes the advantage of
using multiple refuelings. As the number of refuelings is increased from 1 to 2, the
number of aircraft required is reduced by almost 30%. As the refuelings increases from 2
to 3, the number of aircraft required is only reduced by about 15%.
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Figure4.6-5 is a graphof thenumberof aircraftrequiredas a function of
the plume radius. It illustrates that the larger the plume radius, the lower the number of
aircraft required. The sudden drop in aircraft required from a plume radius of 1400 m to
1500 m is because for a plume radius of greater than 1428 m, the number of altitude layers
of propane delivery required to cover the vortex is decreased from 3 to 2. This graph
reemphasizes the advantages of utilizing as many refuelings as the payload capacity will
allow.
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As theplume radius in increased to cover more of the vortex per sortie, the required
payload capacity is increased as well. With multiple refuelings, the required propane
capacity increases to unreasonable numbers very quickly. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6-
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4.9 Summary
The mission models developed by the 1993-1994 team have provided a much
greater insight into the different aspects of the mission development. Through the
exploration of several different patterns, one has been chosen as the most efficient pattern
while still maintaining the mission's feasibility. The use of the FORTRAN code of the
"Modified Through-and-Back" model has revealed the interdependencies of all the relevant
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missionparametersaiding theteamin themissionprofile optimization.Thecodehasalso
allowedtheteamto exploreeveryreasonablecombinationof parametersto determinewhich
combinationsyield theoptimummission(lowestrequirednumberof aircraft)while
maintainingfeasibility asdeterminedbytheotheraspectsof thisproject.
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5.0 BASES OF OPERATION AND REFUELING
5.1 Introduction
The location of the airports from which missions are based is of vital importance to
the development of a mission model. The current model requires only one airport region,
hence it utilizes airports only on the South American continent. This region was selected
due to its proximity to the polar vortex. The average range to the polar vortex for three
airports in this region was used for analysis. The three airports investigated for use as
bases for the delivery vehicles were Porvenir, Chile; Mount Pleasant, Falkland Islands; and
Rio Gallegos, Argentina. Two additional South American airports were investigated for
use as bases for tanker operations. Information for two airports (Christchurch, New
Zealand and Avalon, Austrilia) on the Australia side of the polar vortex were investigated as
emergency landing bases in case of problems with the delivery vehicle while on the far end
of the delivery ran.
5.2 Existing Airports
Table 5.2-1 lists the locations of the three airports used in the mission analysis, as
well as locations for other airports in the South America region.
Due to the number of take-otis and landings necessary each day, the possibility
exists that one airport may not be able to handle the amount of extra traffic required while
still maintaining normal commercial operations. In this case, more than one airport could
be used for staging sorties. The baseline mission analysis, discussed in the previous
chapter, determined that 71 operations per day per airport are required to stay within the
three week delivery window.
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Table 5.2-1 Airport Locations.
Civilian airports with minimum field length of 2440 m (8,000 ft.)
Source: Boeing Aircraft Company, 1992
Airport Latitude Longitude Range to Range to Length
Polar Vortex South Pole
(deg) (deg) (km) 0_n) (m)
Porvenir, Chile -53.27 70.33
Mount Pleasant, Falkland Islands -51.82 58.45
Rio Gallegos, Argentina -51.62 69.28
Puerto Montt, Chile -41.43 73.10
Buenos Aires, Argentina-Pistari -34.82 58.53
Christchurch, New Zealand -43.48 -172.53
Avalon, NSW, Auslralia -38.03 -144.47
1563.41 4084.77 2501 39
1724.65 4246.01 2591 72
1746.88 4268.23 3551 66
2879.33 5400.69 2651 114
3615.06 6136.42 3301 80
2654.15 5178.19 2443 80
3260.83 5784.86 3049 95
LCN
The 1992-93 team reported that a single runway can support 47 operations per hour under
visual flight rule (VFR) conditions and 30 operations per hour under instrument flight rule
(IFR) conditions. This equates to 1,128 operations per day under VFR conditions and 720
operations per day under IFR conditions. A typical daily demand for an airport servicing
larger aircraft is approximately 310 to 350 operations per day (Airport Capacity and Delay,
1983). This would suggest that the entire delivery operation could be based out of a single
airport without unduly disrupting the normal airport schedule. Tankers, however, would
have to be based out of a separate airport. Since the KC-10A can operate at a distance
3,540 km (1,910 nm) from its base it could therefore operate out of any of the airports
listed in Table 5.2-1, including the airports not primarly used in the mission analysis.
In the event of an in-flight emergency on the far side of the polar vortex, the
delivery aircraft could abort the return leg of the delivery run and divert to one of the
alternate airports located in Christchurch, New Zealand and Avalon, NSW, Australia.
5.3 Field Length
A field length of 2,438 m (8,000 ft) was used as a baseline figure for airport
consideration. Further analysis revealed that a field length of 3,048 m (10,000 ft) may be
required for operation of a large supersonic aircraft. The tankers used in the mission
profile also require a field length greater than 2,438 m (8,000 ft). Jane's (1989) quotes the
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critical field length for the KC-10A at 3,124 m (10,250 ft). Of the airports listed in table
5.2-1, only Rio Gallegos, Argentina has the required field length for the delivery vehicles.
The airport in Buenos Aires, Argentina - Pistari also has sufficient runway length, but
should be limited to tanker operations due to its distance from the polar vortex. To
accommodate the delivery and tanker aircraft, it may be possible to increase the runway
lengths and possibly strengths, a requirement due to the low Load Classification Number
(LNC) number at these airports, at one or more of the remaining airports (a LCN value of
90 was deterimed to be sufficient for the delivery vehicle and tankers.)
5.4 Other Airport Considerations
Routine on-site maintenance of the delivery aircraft and of the tankers is
unavoidable. The airports must have adequate maintenance facilities to deal with this
demand. Due to the proximity of the airports to one another, it may be possible to
concentrate the repair facilities at one location and fly all aircraft needing major repairs into
that airport. This would alleviate some of the burden on the other airports.
The airports must have sufficient space for aircraft storage. It was assumed that the
airports have this capacity; most of the aircraft will be in the air at any given time.
Approximately 100,000 metric tons of propane is required for the entire operation.
A large amount of storage space will be necessary for this amount of propane, and this
space may be limited by safety concerns to areas far from airport facilities. It may be
necessary to truck the propane from a remote storage facility to the airport for loading onto
the delivery aircraft.
The possibility of building new airports to meet the mission requirements was
investigated as an alternative to using existing airports. The cost of building an entirely
new airport, however, is substantial. However, the cost of upgrading facilities at existing
airports could be offset by allowing the airport to use them for other purposes during the 42
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weeksbetweendeliveryperiods(i.e.,HSCTlandingsiteandincreasedaircraftstorage
area).
5.5 Refueling Concerns
The main concern with mid-air refueling was ensuring that each aircraft has enough
fuel to return to base at all points in the mission. By refueling before entering the polar
vortex, this problem was prevented. If an aircraft cannot refuel, it can abort the mission and
return to base. After refueling, the aircraft has enough fuel to complete delivery and return
to base.
Another concern with using tankers was the capabilities of the tankers to provide
fuel without overcrowding the primary airports used for the design vehicle. The KC- 10A
Extender can deliver 90,718 kg (200,000 lb) of fuel to a receiver 3,540 km (1,910 nm)
from its home base, and return to base (Jane's, 1989). Therefore, according to Table 5.2-
1, the airports selected as primarly tanker support airports (Puerto Montt, Chile and Buenos
Aires, Argentina-Pistari) are within the operational range of the KC-10A. Realizing the
limited number of KC-10A tankers built (60) and the lower number of tankers that will be
available, an analysis into the number of tankers required was conducted. For this
analysis, fuel requirements for the delivery vehicle were estimated at 143,182 kg of fuel
(315,000 lbs. of fuel). Using these estimates and the max payload of the KC-10A, the
ability to determine the number of tankers required was incorporated into the mission
analysis code. A key assumption in calculating the number of tankers required was that
initial refueling (required to ensure a safe airfield could always be reached) for the delivery
vehicle was only 42,727 kg of fuel (94,000 lbs. of fuel). For the baseline mission case,
since the only refueling was the initial refueling, a total of 50 tanker aircraft are required for
the baseline mission. This number is within the number of tankers available and will not
disrupt the normal operating schedules at airports used for bases of tamker operations.
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5.6 Integration of Refueling Apparatus
A Universal Aerial Refueling Receptacle-Slipway System will be used in the
refueling process. Figure 5.6-1 provides a detailed schematic of the system. The relatively
small size (92 x 37 x 35 cm) of the system allows some flexibility into the placement of the
system. Both the nose cone and back bone locations were investigated to determine the
most effective and practical location for the refueling system.
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Figure 5.6-1 Universal Aerial Refueling Receptacle-Slipway System Schematic
Source: Mil-F-38363B (USAF)
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Placementof therefueling systemin thenoseconeprovidesseveraladvantages.
Usingthis location,pilots areprovidedwith anexcellentview of therefuelingtanker
duringhook-up,in addition,installingthesystemin thenosedecreasestheflowfield
disturbancedueto thetankerbykeepingtheaircraftasfar awayfrom thetankeras
possible,thusincreasingthestability andeaseof hook-upandrefueling. However, along
with thepenaltyof a largermomentdueto therefuelingprocess,thenoseconeis often
congestedwith avionicsandradarequipment,andthereforlackssufficientareafor even
this smallof a system.
Althoughplacingtherefuelingsystemalongthebackboneof theaircraft
(approximately3 m.behindtheflight cabin) providesplentyof installationroomanda
smallermomentdueto theintakeof thefuel, it is notwithoutpenalties.In additionto not
providing thepilots with anyvisualcuesduringhook-upandthedifficulty of runningfuel
linesfrom theceiling to thefloor of apressurizedcabin,thisplacementsubjectstheaircraft
to an increasein flowfleld disturbancesdueto thetanker.However,consideringthe
relativesizeof thedeliveryvehicle,theeffectsof thetanker'sflowfield on theaerodynamic
characteristicsof thedeliveryvehicleweredetemainedto beacceptable.
Thus,provisionsfor the installationof therefuelingsystemalongthebackboneof the
aircraftwill berequiredin thefinal design.
5.7 Summary
The use of existing airports was determined to be the most cost effective choice for
this mission. The cost of extending existing runways and building new storage and repair
facilities is more easily offset than the cost of building entirely new airports.
The distance of existing airports in Australia and Africa from the polar region
requires an unrealistic range requirement for the delivery aircraft. Antarctica was ruled out
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asanoperationalbasedueto theseverityof theweatherduring thedeliveryperiod. Airport
locationsin SouthAmericawerechosendueto their proximity to thepolarregion.
A methodwasdevelopedto determinethenumberof tankeraircraftrequired(20)to
supportthebaseline mission prescribed by the mission analysis. A Universal Aerial
Refueling Receptacle-Slipway System will be used in the refueling process. In addition,
investigations indicate the most effective location for a refueling system is along the
backbone of the aircraft.
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6.0 HYDROCARBON INJECTION AND MIXING
6.1 Introduction
The proper injection and efficient mixing of the selected hydrocarbon in the polar
vortex cone is of prime importance to the implementatation of the injection sceme. If the
required hydrocarbon concentration of 3.6 ppbv. is not achieved, the scheme will be
ineffective.
The injection scheme def'mes the mass of propane injected into the atmopshere per
kilometer traveled which is a function of plume radius and required propane concentration.
Since the propane concentration is constant, the mass of propane injected per kilometer was
purely a function of plume radius. This parameter was used by the mission analysis
designer to determine the amount of propane required to complete differing missions with
various plume sizes. The mission analysis designer then found the optimum mission using
a payload constraint defined by the aircraft configuration designer. The optimum mission
defined, among other parameters, the required plume radius. Using this requirement, the
nozzle was then designed to achieve the desired plume radius. It is therefore extremely
important that the injection and mixing techniques are developed so that they can be
analyzed and implemented. Figure 6.1-1 gives a basic representation of the desired nozzle
to plume model.
Nozzle
Exit
v
r- 1200m or 1500m "" --.
a=O.2m
Concentration /
C =3.6 ppb;
Figure 6.1-1 Nozzle to Plume Diagram (adapted form USRA, 1993)
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6.2 Mixing Technique
Several options were considered to mix the propane into the polar vortex. An
oscilating nozzle which uses the interaction of annular vorticies along multiple axis to
increase the dispersion angle (13in Figure 6.1-1) of the jet, called the blooming jet
(Reynolds) was under consideration. However, since the jet is relatively new technology,
there is no existing method by which empirical analysis can be performed on it. In
addition, due to the uncertainty of the jet's effectiveness at supersonic speeds and the
potential for mechanical failure, a nozzle with swirl vanes was decided to be the most
economical and feasible mehtod for mixing the propane. Such nozzles have been in
widespread use, and have been found to be both reliable and effective for mixing. Also,
analylitical analysis can be perfomed on the nozzle using classical diffusion theory to
reliably predict the results of the mixing downstream.
The nozzle to be employed is represented in Figure 6.2-1. It uses vanes to induce
mixing by initiating a swirl effect which dramitacally improves the mixing. The swirl effect
simply adjusts a constant defined in classical diffusion theory as the mixing constant, "c",
as desribed in the next section (eq 6.3-3).
( Swirl Vanes
Figure 6.2-1 Injection Nozzle Diagram (Adapted form USRA,1993)
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6.3 Input Parameters
Fromthevehicleselectionsectionof thereport(chapter8),it wasdeterminedthat
theoptimum plumeradii for whicha 3.6ppbv. concentrationshouldbeachievedare1200
and 1500meters.Eachof theseradii requiredifferentamountsof propaneto beinjected,
andthereforedifferent injectionmassflow rates. Theparameterusedto determineand
describethis is themasspropaneperplumeunit length. Thesevalueswereobtainedfrom
therequired3.6ppbv.averageconcentration,thedesiredplumeradii, andthespeedof the
aircraft.
To achievethemostrapidmixing anddistributionof thehydrocarbonaspossible,
the largestreasonableinjection shouldbeused.Thelargestnozzleisrequiredbecauseit
allows for the lowestinjectionvelocity andthereforeproducesthemostturbulentmixing.
Throughconsultationwith Prof.Kirschbaumit wasdeterminedthatanozzlewith a20cm.
radiuswould bethelargestallowablewithout producinglargedrageffects. AppendixA
showssamplecalculationsof input variablesneededto analyzepropanedistributionusing
ClassicalDiffusion Theory. Table6.3-1lists theseinputparametersfor thetwo desired
plumeradii cases.
Table6.3-1 InputParameters
plumeradius(m)
propaneconc.(ppbv.)
massprop./unitlengthplume(kg/m)
nozzleradius(m)
injection velocity(m/s)
injectionMach#
injection massflow (kg/s)
1200 1500
3.6 3.6
0.0030 0.0047
0.20 0.20
94.4 147.5
0.32 0.50
2.12 3.32
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6.4 Diffusion Theory Explanation
Classical diffusion theory (Carslaw & Jager, 1959) was used to determine the
effectiveness of the mixing. The theory, analogous to heat conduction, was used to
determine the mixing time required to attain the appropriate propane concentration over the
plume area. Sample calculations using this theory arc also shown in Appendix A.
The initial equation used for gas diffusion, eq. 6.4-1, was adapted from the
differential equation for heat conduction, cq. 3-62 in Boundary Layer Analysis_ (Schetz,
1993) with the help of Dr. Joseph Schetz.
Uoo * (0Ci/0x) = (vt/sct) * (0zCi/0r2 + 0Ci/rOr) (eq. 6.4-1)
where:
vt/sct = (0.025/0.8) * Uoo * a * I 1 - (piU i / pooUoo) I (eq. 6.4-2)
rearranging,
( vt/sct ) * ( l/U** ) = (0.025/0.8) * a * I 1 - (piU i / p_oUoo) I
define the mixing constant c as,
c - ( vt/sct ) * ( l/U** ) = (0.025/0.8) * a * [ 1 - (piU i / pooU**) I
This definition of the mixing constant allows simplifications later in the analysis.
Next, analyze the swirl effect by redefining the mixing constant by multiplying the original
mixing constant by the swirl factor.
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c = c * Swirl Factor (eq. 6.4-3)
Consideringtheanalogousheattransferequationfor aninfinite regionwith an
initial temperaturegivenby f(1) in cylindricalcoordinates,theequationbecomeseq.6.4-4
(Carslaw& Jeager,1959):
u = (V/2kt) * exp( -r2/4kt) rjo"exp( -(r')2/4kt) * I0* ( rr'/2kt ) * r' dr'
(eq.6.4-4)
After performingvariablesubstitutionsto changeaheattransferproblemto amass
diffusion problem,equation6.4-4becomesequation6.4-5.
I
Ci = (1/2cx) * exp( -rV4cx ) So exp( -(r')V4cx ) * I0 * ( rr' / 2cx ) * r' dr'
(eq. 6.4-5)
A set of tables called the P-function tables was then used to evaluate this integral.
Joseph Masters shows how the P-function tables can be used to evaluate the integral in
"Some Applications In Physics of the P-Function" (Masters, 1955).
Masters defines the P-function as follows:
Z
P( Z/O, R/O ) = exp( -RZ/2o 2 ) 5o exp( -rZ/2o "z ) * I0 * ( rR/02 ) * rdr
(eq. 6.4-6)
Equating variables for diffusion analysis from eq. 6.4-5 to variables from Masters'
P-function in eq. 6.4-6 gives:
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diffusion var. P-functionvar.
2cx _2
a Z
r R
r' r
We can then define the P-function in terms of diffusion analysis variables as
follows:
Ci( a/o, fro) = P( Z/o, R/o )
where
o"2= 2kt = 2cx
This definition allows one to evaluate the propane concentration at a specific point
based on the nozzle radius, the distance behind the aircraft, and the distance from the
centerline.
However, we can calculate the plume radius for a desired concentration at a given
distance behind the aircraft using the following definition from Masters
P* - P( a/o, r/o ) / P( a/o, 0 )
which in terms of diffusion variables is
P* = Ci( a/o, r/o) / Ccenter line
Masters gives an equation for evaluation along the centerline (r=-0) dependent upon
nozzle design (a and c) and distance behind the aircraft (x). The expression follows.
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Ccenter line = ( 1 - exp( -a2/2_ ) )
Since the desired concentration ( Ci( a/o, r/o) ) and centerline value are known,
then P* is also known. Table II of the P-function tables lists P* based on r/o and a/o,
leaving r as the only unknown. The calculated P* value is then matched to a tabulated P*
value in the appropriate a/o row and the value of r/o read off. Then solve for r. An
example of this calculation is made in Appendix A.
6.5 Diffusion Results
Analyzing propane dispersion using Classical Diffusion Theory reveals how a
propane plume expands over time. Figure 6.5-1 shows the radius at which a concentration
of 3.6 ppbv is achieved for mixing times up to two hours. This graph shows the plume
radius increasing rapidly at f'trst and then increasing slowly as mixing time increases for
both the case of a 1200m desired radius and a 1500m desired radius. A mixing time of two
hours was chosen to analyze the plume's propane concentration profile because the plume
expansion has leveled off, while the results are not to far downstream to be questionable.
The propane concentration variations with distance from the plume's centerline after
two hours of mixing time are shown in Figure 6.5-2. The case of a desired plume radius
of 1500 meters is represented by a propane injection Mach number of 0.50 and the 1200
meter case is represented by a propane injection Mach number of 0.32.
The amount of propane injected into the atmosphere is enough to provide for a
3.6ppbv average concentration over the desired plume areas. Although the outer parts of
the plumes have less than the desired concentrations after two hours of mixing, with time
natural diffusion will even out the concentration profile to provide the desired average
concentrations for both of the plumes.
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Adjacentplumeswereoverlapedtocompensatefor the low propaneconcentrationat
theplume'souteredge,asshownin figure 6.5-3. For the 1.2kilometerradiusplume,
overlapoccursin theregion from 1kilometerto 1.4kilometersfrom thecenterline.This
occursbecausethecenterlineof thetwo plumesare2 kilometersapart,whileeachplume
radiusis 1.2kilometers. This meansthattheconcentrationsat theedgeof eachplumewill
be increasedby thepropaneattheedgeof theadjacentplume. Figure6.5-3showsthe
propaneconcentrationsat increasingradii from thecenterlineof oneplume. In the1.2
kilometercase,theconcentrationdecreasesto aminimumat 1.2kilometersandthen
increasingagain. Theincreaseisdueto theadjacentplume.
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Figure 6.5-3 Propane Concentration Profile as the Plumes Overlap
6.6 Conclusion
The desired plume radii can be achieved through the use of turbulent mixing with
induced swirl. The average concentration in the plume is 3.6ppbv as determined by
Cicerone. All calculations were developed using Classical Diffusion Theory for a two hour
mixing time, after which point natural diffusion will take over so as to finish distributing
the propane throughout the vortex.
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7.0 PROPANE STORAGE
7.1 Introduction
The aircraft propane storage system is an integral part of the delivery scheme. The
propane will be stored in multiple identical, individual pressure vessels. A multiple vessel
system is utilized to minimize center of gravity shifts, reduce in-flight stresses due to
aircraft deflections, and provide safety in case of failure with a redundant system. The
pressure vessels will be equipped with a relief valve exhausting to the atmosphere in case
an emergency evacuation is required. The tank dimensions and mounting system presented
in this analysis are for a delivery vehicle similar to the HSCT.
The size of the storage tanks is determined by both the amount of propane required
and the size of the aircraft structure where the tanks will be mounted. The amount of
propane required is a function of propane mass flow rate and propane injection range. The
propane mass flow rate was determined in the mixing analysis, while the propane injection
range was determined in the mission analysis. After determining the mass of propane, the
volume was calculated, providing the required tank storage capacity. The size of the
aircraft structure limits the maximum dimensions for each tank, as well as the overall
dimensions of the entire storage system. Information on the aircraft structure was obtained
from the aircraft configuration designer to determine the best location for storage system
loading and mounting. The tank mounting system size was limited not only by the size of
the cabin interior, but also by the size of the cargo door through which tank installation will
occur. These dimensions were all obtained from the aircraft configuration design.
After determination of tank size and weight, this information was given to the
configuration designer to incorporate into the overall aircraft design. If the desired propane
payload could not be carded by the current aircraft configuration, the mixing analysis,
mission analysis and configuration designers were all required to revise their respective
designs to fit the new requirements.
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7.2 Pressure Vessel Design
The pressure vessel is designed to be a cylindrical tank (length L and radius R) with
spherical end caps (radius R). This tank provides the best balance of maximum space
utilization and minimum stress. The propane will be stored at a gage pressure of 10
atmospheres in order to keep the propane at approximately 85% liquid state by volume
(Southwest Virginia Gas Service Corp.). As a design requirement, the tanks must hold
19,270 kg (42,500 lbs) of propane to allow sufficient propane for the longest delivery
mission.
An investigation of construction materials was conducted to determine the lightest
and most durable material that would fulfill the design criteria. For each material
investigated, the tanks were designed so they would not fail due to internal pressure and
weight of the propane at a 2.5 g load, which is standard for air transports. A factor of
safety of 2.0 was used. Failure would occur along the center line on the bottom of the tank
when the tank is full, due to maximum weight concentration and high internal pressure.
The tanks will be equipped with emergency relief valves exhausting to the atmosphere in
case of tank failure. These relief valves will be set to open if internal tank pressure exceeds
the optimum gage pressure of 10 atmospheres by more than 10%. The construction
materials investigated in this analysis included:
1) Steel ASTM-A514
2) Aluminum 606I-T6 (I% Mg)
3) S-glass / epoxy composite
4) E-glass / epoxy composite
5) Ararnid / epoxy composite
6) Graphite / epoxy composite
- unidirectional and +45 ° fiber direction
- high strength and high modulus
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A minimal thicknesswascalculatedfor thehomogenousmaterialsusingTresca'sfailure
theoryfor 2-D stresses(BeerandJohnson),andTsia-Hill failurecriteriawasusedfor the
compositematerials. Calculationsarebasedonmaterialpropertiesshownin Table7.2-1.
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Graphite/epoxy
High Strength
0 ° Fiber direction
45 ° Fiber direction
Graphite/epoxy
High Modulus
0 ° Fiber direction
45 ° Fiber direction
1242.0 55.2
....... 1_60"1 ................... !__6__0__:_!.......
27.6
116.6
759.0
116.6
1546.3
1546.3
......................................
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Homogenous materials: steel and aluminum
t = (0.8660254) (P) (R) (F.S.)
Oyield
Non-homogenous materials: composite materials
t = (P) (R) (F.S.) (X -2 - 0.5X 2 + 0.25y-2) 0"5
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where:
P = Ppropane* 2R* g + 10atm.
Ppropane = 497.2kg/m3
Thematerialthatproducedthelightesttankstructureandfulfilled thedesigncriteriawasthe
graphite/ epoxy high strength +45 ° fiber direction composite, and this was chosen as the
material for storage tank construction. The necessary tank wall thickness for this material
was determined to be 5.507 mm (0.2168 in). It may be necessary to provide some
protection for the tanks during loading and unloading to protect them from puncture or
denting caused by negligence of the tank handlers. This may be in the form of a protective
foam or polyurethayne coating placed around the tanks. Depending on the size and weight
of this coating, it could be removed after tank installation or left on to provide further
protection.
The radius of the tank was set to be 0.5 meters (1.64 ft) to allow a three tank,
stacked pyramid mounting system inside the pressure cabin of the delivery vehicle. The
length of the tanks was found by using the preset tank radius along with the required mass
of the propane payload per tank. The length of each tank was limited by the size and
location of the cargo door used for loading. A maximum door size of 2.0 meters (6.56 ft)
in length was set to prevent large structural loads and airframe weight penalties. For the
specified propane payload capacity, storage systems ranging from 3 to 18 tanks were
investigated. Individual tank length was then used to determine the necessary cargo door
length. Figure 7.2-1 illustrates how the required entrance door size decreases as the
number of tanks increases. These numbers are for'a cargo door located aft of the pressure
cabin and below the tail cone of the aircraft.
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Figure 7.2-1 Cargo Door Dimension Along Fuselage Length
The trade-off for decreasing the necessary door size is an increase in the total mass of the
tank system The increase in storage tank mass with number of tanks is minimal, but the
support system for each three-tank set has an estimated mass of 700 kg (1,500 lb); this
greatly increases the total mass of the storage system (Fig 72-2)
To minimize the three-tank support system mass and provide ease of tank
installation, a six tank system was chosen for propane storage, with the length of each tank
being 7.557 m (24.8 ft) By placing the loading door at the rear of the pressure cabin,
beneath the uprising tail cone (Figure 7.2-3), the required door height was 1 977 m (65
ft), with a door width of 1 5 m (49 ft). The tanks will be loaded individually into the
aircraft through this loading door and into the support frame The tanks will not be filled
with propane until after being securely mounted in the aircraft so as to minimize loading
weight and maximize safety during installation Filling of the tanks is facilitated by running
a hose in through the cargo door and connecting it to the tank valves
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Figure 7.2-2 Storage System Mass
For the required payload capacity of 19,270 kg (42,500 lbs). and a delivery vehicle
similar to the HSCT, six cylindrical pressure vessels with spherical end caps will be
utilized. The overall dimensions and weight per tank are provided in Table 7.2-2.
Mm_
Length (m) 7.557
Radius (m) 0.5
Wall Thickness (mm) 5.507
Mass (k_) 230.35
vhit /evox , .....
19,269
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Figure7.2-3 PropaneTankLoading
7.3 Mounting System
A mounting system was developed for an HSCT type delivery vehicle. The
propane tanks must be able to withstand the torsional and bending moments imparted by
the aircraft as well as the weight of the propane and tanks. It is also necessary to construct
a modular mounting system that will allow the individual tanks to be removed with ease. If
an HSCT type passenger aircraft is used for propane delivery, the tanks must be
interchangeable with the normal passenger seating arrangements.
The previous year's USRA design team determined that the tanks should be placed
in a support system which is rigidly fixed yet easily attached and detached to the airframe at
one end, while the other end should be relatively free in order to reduce the torsional and
bending moments and to allow for fuselage expansion at the delivery Mach number. The
three tanks are rigidly fixed to one another, and also attached to the supports with a non-
rigid support. The tank system will be equipped with tracks which move along airframe
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mountedball bearingssothateachtankmaybeeasilyremovedfrom theaircraft. The
supportswill beconstructedfrom rolledsteelto maximizestrengthwhileminimizing size.
A simpleschematicof themountingsystemis illustratedin Figure7.3-1. Themounting
systemwill bedismantledfor installationandremoval. Loading will be through the rear
cargo door.
G.5"5 7
V Z.4_ R0.5
Figure 7.3-1 Propane Storage Tanks
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7.4 Summary
The aircraftpropanestoragesystemwill consistof six identical,individual,
interconnectedpressurevessels.Thetotalpropanecapacityfor thesix tankswill be19,270
kg (42,500lbs) storedat 10atmospheresgagepressure.The sixvessel,stackedsystemis
utilized to minimizecenterof gravity shifts,reducein-flight stressesdueto aircraft
deflections,providesafetythroughredundancyin caseof tankfailure, andfacilitateeaseof
tank installation. Thetankswill beconstructedof graphite / epoxy high strength 45 ° fiber
direction composite material to minimize tank weight. The empty storage tanks will be
loaded through a cargo door placed in the rear of the aircraft, beneath the uprising tail cone.
Loading of propane into the tanks will take place by way of hoses entering through the
cargo door of the aircraft.
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8.0 AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION STUDIES
The Virginia Tech USRA Advanced Design Team has set forth its latest iterations of
mixing problem, mission analysis, and tank configuration studies in this report. The
mixing problem studies showed an obtainable plume radius was 1500 meters (4,920 ft) or
less in size. The mission analysis computed all the possible mission variations with respect
to Mach, refuelings per mission, obtainable mixing plume radius, and aircraft payload
capability. The tank configuration analysis showed how much storage volume and payload
capability an aircraft would need for tanks that store a specific propane payload. These
studies were used to derive a set of baseline pararneters for researching delivery vehicle
candidates.
Utilizing the established baseline parameters, nine aircraft designs were researched.
The designs were then compared to identify their relative performance with respect to the
baseline parameters, and the resulting comparison were used to formulate a set of selection
criteria. After assessing the nine designs with respect to the selection criteria, the
HSCT 2.4E design was selected for the ozone depletion prevention mission (from herein
"the USRA mission.")
Upon selection of the HSCT 2.4E design, aircraft configuration studies were
initiated to analyze how effectively it could perform the USRA mission. The HSCT 2.4E
design was modified and optimized for the USRA mission using the AirCraft SYNThesis
computer modeling code at Virginia Tech (ACSYNT, 1994.) ACSYNT is a parametric
design tool that provides computer aided drawing (CAD) and aircraft sizing optimization
capabilities. In addition to modifying the HSCT 2.4E design for the USRA mission, a
dedicated aircraft concept, a conceptual aircraft specifically configured for flying the USRA
mission, was modeled and optimized using ACSYN-T. The dedicated aircraft concept was
formulated to provide a reference point for determining how well the modified HSCT 2.4E
design (from herein the "HSCT variation") could perform the USRA mission.
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In additionto modelingandoptimizingtheHSCTvariationanddedicatedaircraft
conceptsusingACSYNT, USRAmissionscenarioswereselectedfor theseaircraft
conceptsusingthemissionanalysiscodedescribedin Section4.0. Initial mission
selectionswereconductedto providea startingpoint for theACSYNT modelingprocess,
andf'malmissionselectionsweremadeaftertheaircraftconceptswereoptimizedusing
ACSYNT.
To concludetheaircraftconfigurationstudiesperformedon theHSCTvariation,
sensitivitystudiesweredoneon theHSCTvariationandthededicatedaircraftconcepts
with respectto costandUSRA missionperformance.Doing soprovidedclearevidence
thattheHSCT variationwouldbeableto performtheUSRA missioneffectively.
8.1 Baseline Aircraft Design Studies
8.1.1 Baseline Aircraft Parameters
A baseline set of aircraft and mission parameters was developed for the purpose of
assessing aircraft design data. The parameters were derived from the results of the mixing
problem, mission analysis, and tank storage studies. The aircraft and mission parameters
are listed in Table 8.1.1-1.
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Table8.1.1-1BaselineAircraft andMissionParameters
Aircraft Parameters
Cruise Mach 2.4
Cruise L/D <= 11
Cruise SFC
Storage Volume
Payload
>= 1.3
147 m 3 (5,200 ft 3)
30,180 ks (66,700 lbs)
Mission
Range
Cruise Altitude
Param eters
12,030 km (6,500 nmi)
Refuelings
Ground Time
Propane Payload
Plume Radius
KC-IOs Required
Aircra_ Fleet Size
20,122 m (66,000 ft)
1
4 hrs
24,660 kg (54,500 lbs)
1000 m (3,228 ft)
25
99
Polar Vortex
Refueling(-)
Base
Figure 8.1.1-1
Baseline Mission Diagram
The mission analysis shows a fleet of 99 aircraft would be required to complete the
USRA mission using an aircraft with the baseline parameters. The mission would assume
a mixing plume radius of 1000 meters (3,280 ft) since the mission analysis showed this
was the best mixing radius for baseline payload capability. The aircraft meeting the
baseline parameters would also have to be refueled once prior to entering the polar vortex to
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performpropaneinjection. A diagramof thebaselinemissionis shownin Figure8.1.1-1
andillustratesthisrefuelingregime.
8.1.2 Matrix of Designs Considered
The matrix shown in Table 8.1.2-1 shows the designs researched and compared to
the baseline aircraft and mission parameters. The aircraft fell into three major categories.
The first were moderate Mach and range vehicles capable of meeting USRA mission
payload requirements. These aircraft were all commercial supersonic transport designs.
The second category of aircraft were low Mach and high range vehicles. These
vehicles were both supersonic bombers. Supersonic bombers have the payload capability
required for the USRA mission but their storage volume capability is conducive to
warheads much denser in mass than liquid propane. Also, the cruise Mach of these
supersonic bombers is less than half of the baseline cruise Mach (see Table 8.1.1-1.)
The third category of aircraft assessed were high Mach and low payload vehicles.
The vehicles in this grouping are both Mach 3 aircraft. The XB-70, designed to be a
supersonic bomber, only has a payload capability of 4525 kg (10,000 lbs.) The SR-71
was a reconnaissance aircraft with very low payload capacity also. In addition, the
SR-71 does not have the range required for the USRA mission.
Assessing the three categories of aircraft in Table 8.1.2-1 showed the only
grouping of aircraft capable of completing the USRA mission were commercial supersonic
transport designs. These were the only designs assessed with anywhere near the storage
and payload capabilities needed to match the baseline parameters in Section 8.1.1. All, the
designs in Table 8.1.2-1 are evaluated with respect to a set of selection criteria outlined in
Section 8.1.3.
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Aircraft First
Design Flight
Date
Table 8.1.2-1 Existing Aircraft Design Data
Cruis Range Altitud Payloa Storag
e e d e
Mach
TOGW
km m kg m 3 kg
(nmi_ (ft) (Ibs) (ft 3) (Ibs)
Flee
t
Size
Takeof
f
Thrust
kN st
(lbs st)
Baseline Vehicle
Baseline
Moderate
HSCT 1
2.4E
Tupolev
Tu - 144 2
Concorde
2
Boeing
SST 2
Lockheed
L-2000 2
Presented in Table 8.1.1-1
M and Range
2.4
6/5/69 1.9
12/6/73 2.04
2.7
2.7
Low Mach and High
10/18/84Rockwell
Intl. B1-
B
Tupolev 12/19/81
Tu- 160
2.4 12,220 20,121 24,660 147
(6,500) (66,000) (54,500) (5,200)
Vehicles
10,180 16,770 35,430 442 256,000
(5,500) (55,000) (78,300) (15,600) (565,760)
6,480 17,990 14,960 195 179,560
(3,500) (59,000) (33,000) (6,880) (396,800)
6,220 18290 12,670 168 184,620
(3,360) (59,990) (28,000) (5,930) (408,010)
7,410 19,510 32,760 400 297,180
(4,000) (64,000) (72,400) (14,115) (656,770)
N/A >20,120 22,620 323 226,250
(>66,000) (50,000) (11,400) (500,000)
Range Vehicles 2
.9 11,990
(6,475)
.8 13,980
(7,550)
18290 28,960
(60,000) (64,000)
18290 16,290
(60,000) (36,000)
62
(2,188)
74
(2,611)
High Maeh and Low Payload Vehicles 2
North 9/21/64 3.0 14,070 21,340
American (7,600) (70,000)
XB-70
Lockheed 12/22/64 3.0 5,550 24,010
SR-71 (3,000) (78,750)
4,530
(I0,000)
2,260
(5,000)
Minimal
Minimal
-15
16
215,840 100
(477,000)
274,330 - 40
(606,300)
239,820 1
(530,000)
65,610 -35
(145,000)
an HSCT1Hutchinson, M.G., Mason, W.H., Grossman, B., and Haftka R.T., "Aerodynamic Optimization of
Configuration Using Variable-Complexity Modeling," AIAA Paper 93-0101, 1993.
2Jane's All The WorM's Aircraft, 1968-69, 77-78, 80-81, 88-89, Jane's Publishing Company Inc., New York,
New York.
871
(196,000)
783
(176,360)
676
(152,200)
1067
(240,000)
889
(200,000)
533
(120,000)
>400
(90,000)
827
(I86,000)
289
(65,000)
In the process of researching existing aircraft designs, subsonic vehicles were also
considered. However, no subsonic vehicle design capable of transporting even half of the
baseline payload and cruising at 20,120 m (66,000 ft) was found. Subsonic vehicles
capable of cruising at 20,120 m (66,000 ft), such as the Lockheed U-2 are designed to
transport a minimal payload of less than 340 kg (750 lbs) (Gourley, 1991.) Subsonic
commercial transports which can carry the baseline propane payload, such as the Airbus
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340-200 and Boeing 767-200, are designed to cruise at an altitude of approximately 33,000
ft (Janes, 1989.)
Since no subsonic designs are capable of carrying the baseline payload and cruising
at the baseline altitude, the feasibility of designing a subsonic transport that cruises at
20,120 m (66,000 ft) from scratch was assessed. To determine the feasibility, a Boeing
767-200 of wing span 156 ft and an aspect ratio of 12 was sized to fly the baseline range
and payload presented in Section 8.1.1 (Janes, 1989.) Using a Nicolai method code
calibrated with an Airbus 320, MD-80, and Boeing 737-200, an aircraft with the following
characteristics resulted (Nicolai, 1975):
Table 8.1.2-2 Subsonic Vehicle Sizing Results
Aircraft
Parameter
Cruise Mach
Cruise Altitude
L/D 2
TOGW
Wing Area
Range
Boeing 767-200-P 1
0.8
10,610 m (34,800 ft)
18
135,747 kg (300,000 lbs)
283 m 2 (3,050 ft 2)
10,663 km (5,760 nmi)
I USRA Subsonic Aircraft 2
0.8
20,122 m (66,000 ft)
18
170,135 kg (376,000 lbs)
650 m 2 (7,000 ft 2)
12,220 km (6,500 nmi)
1Jane's All The World's Aircraft, 1991-92, Jane's Publishing Company Inc., New York,
New York.
2Calculated with the Nicolai method code.
The resulting vehicle configuration represents a subsonic transport with an excessively
large wing area to allow it to fly at high altitudes. This large wing area would demand a
large structural wing weight (reflected in the 170,135 kg (376,000 lbs) total gross weight.)
A Boeing 767-200 capable of traveling 12,220 km (6,500 nmi) weighs 135,750 kg
(300,000 lbs) at takeoff. In addition, the mission analysis code showed that a fleet of 165
aircraft would be required to complete the USRA mission flying at Mach 0.8. This is 33%
more aircraft than specified by the baseline mission parameters in
Section 8.1.1.
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Even if asubsonicaircraftcapableof flight at20,120m (66,000ft) couldtransport
therequiredbaselinepropanepayload,theaircraftwouldnotbecapableof handlingthe
polar vortexenvironment. In thevortex,gustsexceed360km/h (195knots)at theendof
thepolar winter,which coincideswith theproposedtimewindow for theUSRAmission
(Wayne, 1991.) An aircraft travelingatMach0.8,which equatesto 850krn/h (459knots)
at 20,120m (66,000ft), encounteringa forward gustof 360km/h (195knots)wouldbe
pushedpastthespeedof soundto aresultantvelocity of Mach 1.14(1210km/h
(655knots.)) The control surfacesona subsonicor transonicvehicleflying atMach 1.14
would berenderedtemporarilyineffectiveby theoccurrenceof shocks. If theaircraft
encountereda tail gustof 360km/h (195knots)andhada CLmax=l.2 at 20,120m
(Raymer,5-19), the aircraftwill slow to aresultantspeedof 490krr_ (265knots),
accordingto Equation8.1.2-1,which is below its stall speedof 794 km/h (429knots.)
Therefore,a subsonicaircraftencounteringatypicalpolarwinter tail gustin thevortex
would stall.
CLmax=l.2= W / 1/2pVstall2S [Equation 8.1.2-1]
The stall speed calculation was performed using the vehicle parameters determined for the
Boeing 767-200 type vehicle sized in Table 8.1.2-2.
A supersonic aircraft flying at Mach 2.4 (2547 krn/h (1,379 knots)) that encounters
a tail gust of 360 krn/h (195 knots) would only be slowed to Mach 2.06 which would be
well in its cruise envelope. Due to the stall speed problem encountered by subsonic
designs in the polar vortex environment, only supersonic designs were considered for the
USRA mission.
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8.1.3 Selection Criteria
In addition to comparing existing aircraft designs to a set of baseline parameters, a
set of selection criteria were developed for making a final concept selection. The selection
criteria were the following:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
Mission prof'fle can take any form as long as the mission objectives are
accomplished in the 3 week delivery time window.
Vehicle technology must be available by the year 2006.
If an existing aircraft is selected, no more than 20% of the vehicle should be
re-designed to complete the mission. This is an industry standard.
Aircraft must have a viable alternative use it performs efficiently and cost
effectively when not flying the USRA mission (e.g. commercial transport.)
The vehicle performance envelope must be able to handle the polar vortex
environment (e.g. gusts in excess of 360 km/h (195 knots.))
The mixing process dictates a propane payload / injection range ratio of
at least 2.08 kg/km (8.38 lb/nmi) must be achievable by the delivery vehicle
to complete the baseline mission presented in Section 8.1.1.
The vehicle has sufficient range to reach the closest base from the center of
the vortex (6850 km (3700 nmi)) without tanker support.
The noise suppression regulations of the selected airports must be obeyed.
NOx emissions should be less than 5 g/kg (.005 lb/lb) (Kandebo, 1993.)
Vehicle configuration must be conducive to mixing process.
The vehicle must be able to be serviced and loaded with propane in 4 hours
to perform the baseline mission in Section 8.1.1.
If an existing vehicle, resuming production of the vehicle must be feasible.
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[131 Thenumberof sortiesthevehiclerequiresto completethemissionprofile
mustnotexceedthecapabilitiesof theselectedairports.
The abovecriteriaprovidedetailedconstraintsfor aircraftselection.Thecriterionthatapply
to logistical aspectsof themission,specificallycriterion8,9, 11,12,and13,arenot going
to beassessedat this stageof theproject.
8.1.4 Concept Selection
The concept selected from the matrix in Table 8.1.2-1 with respect to the baseline
parameters and the selection criteria was the HSCT 2.4E. A top view of the HSCT 2.4E
design is in Figure 8.1.4-1. The HSCT 2.4E, comes closer to meeting the baseline range
than the Tupelov 144, Boeing or Lockheed supersonic transport designs in Table 8.1.2-1.
The HSCT 2.4E design will also meet NOx emission and takeoff noise regulation selection
criteria (criteria 8 and 9) as compared to the Concorde (Taylor, 1989.) The Tupolev 160
and Rockwell International B 1-B do not have the storage capacity or cruise Mach to
complete the USRA mission in accordance with criterion 6. The SR-71 and XB-70 do not
have the payload and storage volume capabilities to satisfy criterion 6 as well.
Figure 8.1.4-1
Top View of HSCT 2.4E Class Aircraft Design
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TheHSCT2.4Edesignhascapabilitiesequivalentor betterthanthebaseline
payload,storagevolume,andcruiseMach. However,theHSCT 2.4Edesigndoesnot
quite meetthebaselinerangeor cruisingaltituderequirementsof theUSRA mission.
Therefore,it wasdecidedthatuponselectionof theHSCT 2.4Econcept,that aHSCT
variationconceptwould besizedfor theUSRAmission.
8.1.5 Dedicated Aircraft Concept
In order to assess how effectively the HSCT variation would perform the USRA
mission, a dedicated aircraft concept was formulated. This concept, by definition, would
be an aircraft configured explicitly for the USRA mission and is herein referred to as the
"dedicated aircraft." Deriving the dedicated aircraft concept provided a quantitative means
to determine the penalty for using an aircraft designed to be a commercial transport to
perform the USRA mission.
The dedicated aircraft was derived from and essentially represents a HSCT 2.4E
optimized for the USRA mission. The HSCT 2.4E design has more than enough storage
volume required to perform the USRA mission, but it does not have the capability to haul
an exceptional mass of propane payload. The HSCT 2.4E is configured to carry a much
less dense payload than liquid propane stored at 10 atmospheres which has a density of
0.41 kg/m 3 (32 lb/ft3.) The fuselage on the dedicated aircraft concept was shortened and
loaded with a large mass of propane since its smaller fuselage had significantly less friction
drag and wave drag than the HSCT 2.4E design.
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8.2 ACSYNT Model Construction
After determining what concepts to model to perform USRA mission aircraft
configuration studies, the parameters of each concept, the HSCT variation and dedicated
aircraft, were loaded into ACSYNT (ACSYNT Institute, 1993.) Since an ACSYNT model
already existed for the HSCT 2.4E, this model was duplicated and modified in order to
build the HSCT variation and dedicated aircraft models. However, prior to building these
ACSYNT models, USRA mission scenarios were selected for each concept by entering
their proposed propane payload capabilities into the mission analysis.
8.2.1 Initial Mission Selection
The USRA mission scenarios selected for HSCT variation and dedicated aircraft
concepts are in Table 8.2.1-1. These missions were not intended to be the optimum
mission profiles for the concepts, but rather starting points around which to build
ACSYNT model data fries. After the models were optimized the resulting aircraft
capabilities were put back into the mission analysis to calculate the best USRA mission
scenario for the aircraft concept.
These missions are different from the baseline mission specification in
Table 8.1.1-1. The HSCT variation mission was selected to fit the payload and storage
capability of the HSCT 2.4E design (see Table 8.2.1-1.) The mission analysis determined
the plume radius of 1000 meters (3,280 ft) would be best for an aircraft with an 38,461 kg
(85,000 lb) payload capability utilizing two refuelings per mission.
The mission selected for the dedicated aircraft concept took advantage of the
maximum refuelings allowed by the mission analysis. This mission was selected since the
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missionanalysisdiscussionin Section4.0 indicatesthattheoverallfleet sizerequiredfor
theUSRA missiondropssignificantlywhenaplumeradiusof greaterthan1500m
(4,920ft) is selected.Theamountof propaneinjectionlevelsrequireddropsfrom threeto
two for this plumeradius.
Table8.2.1-1MissionSelectionData
Mission
Parameter
Range
Cruise Altitude
HSCT Variation
12,030 km (6,500 nmi)
Dedicated Aircraft
12,030 km (6,500 nmi)
20,122 m (66,000 ft) 20,122 m (66,000 ft)
Refuelings 2 1
Ground Time 4 hr 5 hr
Propane Payload
Plume Radius
38,461 kg (85,000 lbs)
1000 m (3,280 ft)
1361
68
KC-IOs Required
Aircraft Fleet Size
57,470 kg (127,000 lbs)
1800 m (5,904 ft)
202
40
1, ?he HSCT variation requires 42,530 kg (94,000 lbs) when refueling at the edge of the vortex, this is
1/2 the capacity of a KC-10. The HSCT variation requires the capacity of 2 KC-10s on its second
refueling. It was assumed that the KC-10s doing the initial refueling could refuel and do the second.
2The dedicated aircraft requires 44,200 kg (97,690 lbs) when refueling at the edge of the vortex, this is
1/2 the capacity of a KC-10.
The mission diagrams for each of the mission scenarios presented in Table 8.2.1-1
are presented in Figures 8.2.1-1a-b. The mission diagrams illustrate the refueling
arrangements. The fast refueling in both of the mission scenarios occurs after the aircraft
climbs to altitude and prior to entering the vortex to distribute propane (see Section 4.0.)
The additional refueling in the HSCT variation mission occurs after the aircraft has made
one propane distribution run through the vortex.
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Polar Vortex
Refuelings(o)
Base t
Figure 8.2.1-1 a
HSCT Variation Mission Diagram
_ Polar Vortex g(°)
Base
Figure 8.2.1-1b
Dedicated Aircraft Mission Diagram
8.2.2 Objective of ACSYNT Analysis
The objective of sizing the HSCT variation and the dedicated aircraft concepts was
to f'md out the answers to the following questions:
1) How would the HSCT 2.4E design have to be varied to fly the USRA
mission?
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2) How would theUSRAmissionsufferby flying anHSCTvariationinstead
of adedicatedaircraft?
This first questionwill beansweredthroughby optimizingtheHSCT2.4Efor the
USRAmissionandgeneratingtheHSCTvariationconcept.Thecharacteristicsandcost
effectivenessof theHSCTvariationwill thenbecomparedto theHSCT2.4Edesign. An
ACSYNT HSCT 2.4Emodelhasbeenbuilt by BrettMalonespecificallyfor thepurposeof
HSCTclassaircraftsensitivity studies(Malone,1993.)
The secondquestionwill beansweredthroughcomparinghow muchbetterthanthe
HSCTvariationadedicatedaircraftcanperformtheUSRAmissionandalsoby assessing
thecostof thededicatedaircraft. Theessentialquestionis whetheror not therevenue
earningcapabilityof theHSCT variationconceptjustifies howineffectivelyit flies the
USRA missionwhencomparedto thededicatedaircraft. An ACSYNT costmodulehas
beenbuilt by Malone for calculatingthecostandrevenueearningcapabilityof HSCTclass
aircraft. This costmodulewill beusedto calculatecostsfor boththeHSCTvariationand
dedicatedaircraftconcepts.
8.2.3 Carpet Plot of a HSCT Class Aircraft
Using the Malone HSCT 2.4E ACSYNT model configured for a USRA mission
trajectory, the carpet plot of an HSCT class aircraft in Figure 8.2.3-1 was generated. The
plot indicates that an HSCT class aircraft needs a landing thrust to weight ratio (T/W) of at
least .25 and a wing loading (W/S) less than approximately 86.5. The resultant 362,000
kg (800,000 lbs) takeoff gross weight (TOGW) numbers indicate that aerodynamic drag,
engine performance, or engine size must be optimized to have a feasible HSCT 2.4E
variation that can fly the USRA mission. It was decided that a feasible HSCT 2.4E design
variation would have a TOGW of 316,740 kg (700,000 lbs) or less. A heavier aircraft
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requiresa significantincreasein totalenginethrustabovethat specifiedin theHSCT2.4E
designin orderto meettheT/W=.25requirementsetforth by thecarpetplot in
Figure 8.2.3-1.
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Figure 8.2.3-1
Carpet Plot of HSCT Class Aircraft
Since only the longest landing field at the airports considered for the USRA mission
in Section 5.0 meet or surpass the landing field length requirements (3,353 m (11,000 ft))
in the HSCT carpet plot, a sensitivity study was done on landing field length. Figure
8.2.3-2 shows the result of this study. It indicates that the allowable wing loading
decreases significantly for every 100 ft of landing field length is decreased. A decrease in
wing loading, allows for a smaller wing area and a structurally lighter aircraft. Thus, the
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runwaysat theairportsintendedto beutilized for theUSRA missionsshouldbe lengthened
insteadof building anentirefleetof heavier-than-necessaryaircraft.
TheHSCT 2.4Edesignrequiresalandingfield lengthof 3,353m (11,000ft)
accordingto Malone'sACSYNT model. If a fleet of HSCTclassaircraftwerebuilt for
commercialtransport,theywould mostlikely beaccommodatedby themajor airportsof the
world who currently have3,353- 3,963m (11,000- 13,000ft) runways. Therefore,it
will beassumedthatpresentdayUSRA missionbaseconfigurationsin Section5.0do not
representa landingfield constraintthatrequiresconsiderationin thesizingof theHSCT
variationconcept.
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Landing Field Length Sensitivity Plot
8.2.4 ACSYNT Model Input
Using the mission selections in Section 8.2.1 and the carpet plot in
Section 8.2.3, ACSYNT model input was derived for the HSCT variation and dedicated
aircraft concepts. Table 8.2.4-1 shows this input data in comparison with the HSCT 2.4E
design data in Malone's HSCT ACSYNT model (Malone, 1993.)
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ACSYNT
Parameter
Cruise Mach
Range
Cruise Altitude
Cruise SFC 1
Wave Drag Factor 2
Propane Payload
Tank and Plumbing
Weight 4
Fuselage Length
Fuselage Diameter
Elevation of Mean AC
Wing Area
Aspect Ratio of Wing
Wing Ref Sweep
Taper Ratio of Wing
t/Croo t of Wing
t/cti p of Wing
Engine Weight
(per engine)
Engine Thrust
(per ensine, w/o A/B)
I HSCT 2.4E
2.4
Table 8.2.4-1 ACSYNT Model Input Data
I HSCTVariation
2.4
10,180 m (5,500 nmi)
16,770 m (55,000 ft)
1.0
1.0
35,430 kg (78,300
lbs) 3
NIA
12,033 km (6,500 nmi)
20,120m(66,000fi)
1.3
1.0
38,460 kg (85,000 lbs)
8,326 kg (18,400 lbs)
Dedicated
Aircraft
2.4
12,033 km (6,500 nmi)
20,120 m (66,000 ft)
1.3
1.0
62,440 kg (138,000
lbs)
11,824 kg (26,130 lbs)
86.59 m (284 ft) 86.59 m (284 ft) 41.67 m (137 ft)
3.66 m (12 ft) 3.66 m (12 ft) 3.05 m (10 t)
Bottom of Fuselage
790 m 2 (8500 ft':)
3.0
Bottom of Fuselage
697 m 2 (7,500 ft z)
3.0
38 °
0.2
0.02
38 °
0.2
0.02
Middle of Fuselage
679 m 2 (7300 ft 2)
3.0
38 °
0.2
0.02
0.02 0.02 0.02
3,167 kg (7,000 lb) 3,824 kg (8,450 lb) 3,462 kg (7,650 lb)
173 kN st (39,000 lb) 191 kN st (43,000 lb) 191 kN st (40,000 1)
The cruise SFC was set to 1.0 in the Malone HSC'T 2.4E model, but according to Peter Coen, the proper SFC
setting for the 2006 technology factor specified in criterion 2 is 1.3 (Coen, 1993.)
2The wave drag factor was left at 1.0 during the model building process. The purpose of this factor is to adjust
wave drag with respect to an optimum Sears-Haaek since ACSYNT has no analysis that will perform this task.
3The payload of the HSCT 2.4E design equates to 250 passengers and baggage (22,624 kg (50,000 lbs) and
12,805 kg (28,300 lbs) of passenger accommodations cargo.
4The mass of the propane storage tanks, injection system plumbing, and refueling system plumbing was based on
an estimate of 2,715 kg (6,000 lbs) for the plumbing systems and an estimate of 2,800 kg (6,200 lbs) of storage
tanks for each 19,230 kg (42,500 lbs) of propane payload. The estimate for the tanks was based on data from
Section 7.0.
The goal of modeling the HSCT variation concept was to generate the data required
to determine the answer of the fh'st question in Section 8.2.2. The basic aim of sizing an
HSCT variation was to see if a feasible (316,742 kg (700,000 lbs) or less as specified in
Section 8.2.3) commercial supersonic transport could fly the USRA mission scenario
selected for the HSCT variation in Section 8.2.1.
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All passenger accommodations were removed from the HSCT 2.4E to size the
HSCT variation for the USRA mission. This amounted to approximately 3.5 % of the total
gross weight of the aircraft or approximately 9,050 kg (20,000 Ibs) (Moore, 1992.) The
passenger accommodation weight was replaced with the tank, plumbing system, and
injection equipment weight estimates. The passenger payload mass or 24,890 kg (55,000
lbs) was replaced with liquid propane which left no weight allowance for 13,560 kg
(30,000 lbs) of the propane payload to be flown. Therefore, the payload of the
HSCT 2.4E design was increased by 13,560 kg (30,000 lbs) in the HSCT variation
ACSYNT model to accommodate the requirements of its USRA mission. Due to the
extended duration which the aircraft will be in the air to complete the USRA mission
scenario (approximately 10 hours), accommodations were allocated for two sets of two
pilots, or a total crew of four in the HSCT variation ACSYNT model.
The ACSYNT input file developed for the HSCT variation concept was directly
derived from the HSCT 2.4E model modified for a USRA mission trajectory. Since the
altitude of the USRA mission requires a higher cruise altitude than for which the HSCT
2.4E was configured, the wing area of the aircraft had to be increased to attain an
acceptable wing loading of 86 or lower. Since the weight of the aircraft increased due to
HSCT variation USRA mission requirements and additional fuel was required to complete
the USRA mission, engine size was increased by 20% to meet the minimum allowable
landing thrust to weight ratio of 0.25.
The goal of modeling the dedicated aircraft concept was to generate the data
required to determine the answer to the second question in Section 8.2.2. The philosophy
behind sizing the dedicated aircraft concept was to start with the HSCT 2.4E ACSYNT
model modified for the dedicated aircraft USRA mission scenario and shrink its internal
volume down to the volume required by the mission payload (see Section 8.2.1.)
Reducing internal volume significantly reduces surface area and thereby reduces friction
drag.
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Thefuselagewasshortenedby 37meters(120ft) andthefinenessratioof the
fuselagewassetto 14. Thismadethefuselagediameter3.05meters(10 ft) whereasthe
HSCT 2.4Edesignhasafuselagediameterof 3.66m (12 ft.) Thefuselageandwing
configurationwaschangedinto ablendedfuselagebyraisingtheelevationof themean
aerodynamicchordof thewing from thebottomto themiddleof thefuselage.This
modificationimmediatelycut 14,930kg (33,000lbs)off thetotalgrossweightof the
aircraft. The wing areawasdecreasedby 18.6m2 (200ft2) to 697m2 (7,300ft2) to
bring thewing loadingup to 86. TheHSCT2.4Eenginesweresizedupby 5% to give the
dedicatedaircrafta landingthrustto weight ratioof 0.25.
Themassof theplumbingandcompressorequipmentrequiredfor thepropane
injection andrefueling systemswasassumedto be2,715kg (6000lbs.) Thetankfor the
liquid propanecarriedin thededicatedaircraftconceptwasassumedto bethefuselage
structureitself andnopropanestoragetankweightwasincludedin thededicatedaircraft
model. All thepassengerandpassengeraccommodationpayloadwasremovedfrom the
HSCT 2.4E mode/, and the payload represented by the liquid propane was set to 57,466 kg
(127,000 lbs.) Due to the extended duration for which the aircraft will be in the air to
complete the USRA mission scenario (roughly 10 hours), accommodations were made for
two sets of two pilots or a total crew of four.
One-third of the propane payload loaded into the dedicated aircraft prior to takeoff
was off-loaded as a bomb drop at three equally spaced increments during the aircraft's
flight through the vortex. Propane was not dropped from the HSCT variation since the
HSCT variation model was set up to model a commercial transport flying at the USRA
baseline altitude. Commercial transports keep their payload on board for their entire
mission.
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8.3 Aircraft Configuration Optimization
8.3.1 Initial ACSYNT Modeling Results
When the input data presented in Table 8.2.4-1 was run through ACSYNT the
aircraft in Table 8.3.1-1 resulted. Neither of the aircraft was able to achieve the altitude
specified in their ACSYNT trajectory. The main reason for the aircraft concepts not doing
so was that their wing configurations did not provide the necessary lift to fly at the USRA
cruise altitude of 20,122 m (66,000 ft.) The concept's inability to generate sufficient lift
can be linked to excessive friction drag, wave drag, and or an insufficient amount of engine
thrust. The results in Table 8.3.1-1 illustrated the need for optimizing the wing
configuration of each concept with Control Program for Engineering Synthesis (COPES)
module of ACSYNT. An analysis of each concept using COPES is documented in Section
8.3.3.
The results in Table 8.3.1-1 also indicate that in addition to not achieving altitude,
the HSCT variation concept could not handle its proposed mission scenario
(see Section 8.2.1.) Its cruise SFC had to be lowered to 1.0 to keep the aircraft within the
boundaries of the carpet plot presented in Section 8.2.3. When the SFC was set to 1.3, the
HSCT variation TOGW increased to 390,226 kg (862,400 lbs), and the T/W ratio dropped
below the T/W=.25 required by the carpet plot.
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Table8.3.I- I Initial ACSYNT Modeling Results
ACSYNT
Parameter
Cruise Altitude
Cruise L/D
Cruise SFC
Cdw
Fuel Weight
TOGW
Takeoff Payload
W/S
T/W
Takeoff Field Length
Landing Field Length
HSCT Variation
16,460 m (54,000 ft)
Dedicated Aircraft
17,225 m (56,500 ft)
11.2 11.3
1.0 1.3
.0028 .0036
166,360 kg (367,656 lb)
316,740 kg (700,000 lb)
46,790 kg (103,400 lb)
82.1
0.25
152,800 kg (337,685 lb)
270,280 kg (597,300 lb)
65,160 kg (144,000 lb)
84.2
0.26
1,826 m (5,990 ft) 1,814 m (5,950 ft)
3,175 m (10,415 ft) 3,200 m (10,500 ft)
8.3.2 Optimum Mission Selection
Prior to optimizing each concept with COPES, the mission analysis was run to re-
analyze the mission scenarios of each concept with respect to the ACSYNT results obtained
in Section 8.3.1. The HSCT variation mission scenario was modified to keep the total
propane payload, tank weight, and plumbing weight at or below the payload capability of
the HSCT 2.4E design in Table 8.1.2-1 (35,430 kg (78,300 lbs).) This was done since
the SFC had to be lowered to 1.0 for the HSCT variation in Section 8.3.1 to size an aircraft
that fell within the W/S and TAV constraints presented in the carpet plot in Figure 8.2.3-1.
The mission analysis determined the optimum plume radius for an HSCT variation with the
HSCT 2.4E design payload capability to be 1200 m (3,940 ft.) The mission analysis also
determined the HSCT variation can only handle a payload that requires one refueling
instead of two. The optimum mission scenario for the HSCT variation is presented in
Table 8.3.2-1.
When re-evaluating the mission scenarios derived for the dedicated aircraft concept
in Table 8.2.1-1, it was decided that a plume radius greater than the 1500 m (4,920 ft)
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threshold(thatlowersdelivery levelsfrom threeto two) requiresamuchgreaterpayload
anddoesnot lower therequiredfleet of aircraftsignificantly. Therefore,adedicated
aircraft wassizedfor the1500meters(5,580ft) plumeradiusmissionandit wasfoundthat
cutting thepayloadof theaircraftby 14,216kg (31,417lbs) from the 1000meter
(3,280ft) plumeradius,threerefuelingmissionin Table8.2.1-1cutsthetotal grossweight
of theaircraftby 67,870kg (150,000lbs.) Eventhoughthededicatedaircraftmissionin
Table 8.3.2-1requiresfour moreaircraft thanthe 1800metermission,anetof 1,920,000
kg (4,240,000lbs) in fleet TOGWcanbesavedby flying the1500meter(4,920ft) plume
radiusmission.
Mission
Parameter
Range
Cruise Altitude
Table
HSCT Variation
8.3.2-1 Optimum Mission Selections
Dedicated Aircraft
12,030 km 6,500 nmi)
20,122 m (66,000 ft)
R efuelings 1
Ground Time 1 4 hr
Propane Payload
Plume Radius
KC-IOs Required
27,680 kg (61,175 lbs)
1200 m (3,940 ft)
421
83Aircraft Fleet Size
12,030 km (6,500 nmi)
20,122 m (66,000 ft)
1
5hr
43,250 kg (95,583 lbs)
1500 m (5,580 ft)
152
44
1The optimized HSCT variation requires 42,090 kg (92,300 lbs) when refueling at the edge of the vortex,
this is 1/2 the capacity of a KC-10. This number was calculated after HSCT variation COPES optimization.
2The optimized dedicated aircraft requires 27,150 kg (60,000 lbs) when refueling at the edge of the vortex,
this is 1/3 the capacity of a KC-10. This number was calculated after dedicated aircraft COPES optimization.
8.3.3 Optimization of ACSYNT Models
After building ACSYNT models for the HSCT variation and dedicated aircraft
concepts and identifying their shortcomings, these models were optimized with the Control
Program for Engineering Synthesis (COPES) module of ACSYNT. The target variable of
the COPES optimization performed on the HSCT variation and dedicated aircraft concepts
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wasblockfuel weight. Block fuel wasselectedsincethemaincostdriverin commercial
passengertransportaswell astheUSRAmissionis fuel consumption.Theoptimization
designvariablesusedarein Table8.3.3-1. Theoptimizationconstraintsusedto find
minimum block fuel weretakeoffandlandingfield length,andwerederivedfrom the
carpetplot in Figure 8.2.3-1.
Table8.3.3-1COPESOptimizationDesignVariables
I[Design Variables
1 Wing Area
2 Aspect Ratio
3 Wing Sweep
4 Taper Ratio
5 Wing Root t/c
6 Wing Tip t/c
The results of the COPES optimizations are in Table 8.3.3-2. The results are
compared to the Malone HSCT 2.4E ACSYNT results. Top views of each aircraft
generated by the optimization are presented and compared to the HSCT 2.4E design in
Figure 8.3.3-1. Figures 8.3.3-2a-e show bar graphs of the optimization results presented
in Table 8.3.3-2.
HSCT 2.4E HSCT Variation Dedicated Aircraft
Figure 8.3.3-1a-c
Top Views of Optimized Concepts Compared to HSCT 2.4E
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Table8.3.3-2ACSYNT ResultsForHSCTVariationOptimization
.Aircraft
earameterll
TOGW
Fuel Weight
Total Payload
Engine Size
SFC at Cruise
Cruise Altitude
Wing Loading
T/W at Takeoff
Cruise L/D
Wing Area
AC Elevation
Aspect Ratio
Taper Ratio
t/Croot
t/Cap
Sweep
Takeoff Field
HSCT 2.4E I
288,110 kg (636,720 lbs)
143,080 kg (316,200 lbs)
35,430 (78,300 lbs)
HSCT
Variation
321,225 kg (709,910 lbs)
169,567 kg (374,743 lbs)
35,430 (78,300 lbs) 1
156,800 N st (35,000 197,120 N st (44,000
lbs) lbs)
1.0 1.3
Dedicated
Aircraft
199,610 kg (441,140 lbs)
93,850 kg (207,410 lbs)
53,030 k[ (117,200 lbs) 1
156,800 N st (35,000
lbs)
1.3
16,768 m (55,000 ft) 20,120 m (66,000 ft) 20,120 m (66,000 ft)
85 86 86
.31 .25 .32
8.18 11.13 10.74
767 m 2 (8,250 ft 2)697 m 2 (7,500 ft2)
Bottom of Fuselage Bottom of Fuselage
474 m 2 (5,100 ft 2)
Middle of Fuselage
3.0 2.89 2.64
.2 .2 .17
.02 .02 .02
.02 .02 .02
38 ° 37.7 ° 38.5 °
2,000 m (6,570 ft) 1,895 m (6,217 ft) 1,680 m (5,500 ft)
Landing Field 3,360 m (11,010 ft) 3,321 m (10,890 ft) 3,510 m (11,500 ft)
A/C Mfr Cost $338 million 2 $362 million 2 $1.12 billion 3
1payload includes propane, tank, injection system, and refueling system weight allowances. See Section 8.3.2
for propane payload weights.
2A fleet of 400 was assumed to be the market demand in the year 2005 (General Electric, 1993.) All costs in 2005
dollars.
3Cost was based on a total fleet of 44. Cost is in 2005 dollars.
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Engine Size Comparison
Before running the optimization model for the HSCT variation and dedicated
aircraft concepts, several parameters were changed from the models described in Section
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8.2.4. Thepropanepayloadswerechangedto accommodatetheoptimummission
selectionspresentedin Section8.3.2. ThecruiseSFCswerekeptat 1.3for eachconcept
unlike in themodelingresultsdescribedin Section8.3.1. Figures8.3.3-3a-bshowthe
them-averagedareadistributionfor eachconceptsuperpositionedoverthedesiredSears-
Haackthetaaveragedprofile. TheseplotsshowtheACSYNT geometryfor eachconcept
couldberefined to reducedwavedragusingarearuling. A wavedragfactorof 0.85was
appliedto eachACSYNT modelto compensatefor ACSYNT'sinability to directly model
arearuling.
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Figure 8.3.3-3a
Theta Averaged Area Rule Plot of HSCT Variation Area vs. Sears-Haack Plot
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As a result of the COPES optimization, the total gross weight and fuel weights of
the HSCT variation were reduced. COPES only significantly varied aspect ratio and wing
area of the HSCT variation concept. It did not vary sweep, root chord thickness, tip chord
thickness, or taper ratio. The initial results of the optimization could not keep the T/W of
the HSCT variation at or above 0.25. The engines had to be sized up by 25% to bring the
T/W of the HSCT variation to 0.25.
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TheCOPESoptimizationof thededicatedaircraftconceptgeneratedanaircraft
comparablein sizeandweight to theNorthAmericanXB-70 (seeTable8.1.2-1.) The
optimizationfor minimumfuel generatedadedicatedaircraftconceptwith awing loadingof
only 76.5andathrustto weight attakeoff of 0.28. Therefore,theoptimizedmodelwas
furthermodeledto bringthededicatedaircraftconceptbacktowardsthelower left comerof
the carpetplot in Figure 8.2.3-1whereW/S=86andT/W=.25. Thewing areawasreduced
by 93 m2 (1000ft2) to accomplishthis task. Lowering thewing areareducedTOGW of
thededicatedaircraftby 452 kg (1000lbs) to what is shownin Table8.3.3-2.
8.4 Productivity Index Studies
In order to measure how effectively the optimized HSCT variation concept
(described in Table 8.3.3-1 and shown in Figure 8.3.3-1) performs the USRA mission
with respect to mission performance and cost, the productivity index (PI) in Equation 8.5-1
was defined.
PI =
(Aircraft Velocity) x (Propane Payload)
(Fuel Weight + Empty Weigh0 x (# of A/C) x (Effective A/C Cos0
[Equation 8.5-1]
The general philosophy behind developing Equation 8.5-1 was to place quantities that hurt
the mission and aircraft in the denominator. The quantities that make the mission and
aircraft more efficient are placed in the numerator. A higher productivity index indicates a
more effective delivery vehicle for the USRA mission.
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In Equation8.5-1,(# of A/C) is the size of the fleet required to complete the USRA
mission scenario selected for an aircraft concept. (Effective A/C Cost) term in Equation
8.5-1 is defined by Equation 8.5-2.
Effective A/C Cost = Manufacturer Cost + USRA Fuel Cost - Revenue [Equation 8.5-2]
Manufacturer cost and revenue earned was determined for each concept using the ACSYNT
cost module developed by Brett Malone (Malone, 1993.) USRA fuel cost was calculated
by assuming each concept would have a life of twenty years and calculating the cost of all
the fuel used by each concept over that twenty year period. When calculating revenue
earned for the HSCT variation it was assumed that the aircraft would fly as a commercial
transport for nine months of the year, be down for one month before and after the USRA
mission, and fly the USRA mission for one month. The revenue for the dedicated aircraft
concept was set at zero. All the costs in Equation 8.5-2 are calculated in 2005 dollars.
When initially calculating the productivity index for the HSCT variation, it was
shown that if a market demand 400 in the year 2005 was assumed the HSCT variation
could be built cheaply enough that its revenue would pay for its USRA mission fuel and
manufacturing cost (General Electric, 1993.) The following calculation shows the costs
calculated by ACSYNT when assuming a fleet of 400. The ACSYNT cost module
determined the HSCT variation could earn 6 cents per average seat mile when transporting
passengers.
Effective A/C Cost = $362 million + $206 million - $875 million
Effective A/C Cost = -$307 million
Therefore, if HSCT variations could be purchased at this manufacturing cost which
assumes a fleet of 400, each HSCT variation could make money.
After determining the HSCT variation could make money if purchased at $362
million dollars per aircraft, the point at which the (Effective A/C Cost) is zero was
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identified. It wasdeterminedthatif theHSCT variationcouldbebuilt at acostof $669
million dollars therewouldhaveto beademandfor afleetof 166HSCT aircraftin theyear
2005.
After looking atthepredictedfleetdemand,theworstscenariowasinvestigatedand
comparedto thededicatedaircraftproductivity index. Theworstscenariowasdefinedto
bea situationin which theworld wantsnoHSCT aircraft in 2005andonly 83arebuilt due
to theUSRA mission. If thiswerethecase,effectivecostwould bethefollowing:
Effective A/C Cost= $842million + $206 million - $875 million
Effective A/C Cost = $173 million
In other words, if the HSCT variation was built at a cost that corresponds to manufacturing
costs when the total HSCT fleet size is 83, the manufacturing cost of the HSCT variation
would be $842 million dollars. The productivity index of the HSCT variation
manufactured at $842 million dollars was calculated to be the following:
(2,550 kin/h) x (27,680 kg)
PIHscT =
(169,570 kg + 123,980 kg) x (83) x ($173 million)
PIHSCT = 168 x 10 "4 km/h/$
After calculating the productivity index for the HSCT variation assuming the worst fleet
scenario, the productivity index was calculated for the dedicated aircraft basing its cost on a
fleet of 44 which is required by its optimum mission selection in Section 8.3.2. The
following calculations show this result:
PIDedicatexl -
(2,550 kin/h) x (43,250 kg)
(62,510 kg + 93,850 kg) x (44) x ($1,120 million)
PIDedicate d = 143 x 10 -4 km/h/$
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The productivity index shows that dedicated aircraft is 20% less productive even if only the
fleet of HSCT aircraft required for the USRA mission are bui/t.
A final productivity index calculation was done without including the
(Effective A/C Cost) term. The results were:
PIHSCT = 28.9 x 10 -1 km/h
PIDedieate d = 160.3 x 10 -1 km/h
This shows that the HSCT variation is only 20% as effective when performing the USRA
mission. A bar chart of the productivity index results is in Figure 8.4-1. (Note that the
scale is 10 -2 with cost values and 10 -4 without cost values.)
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Figure 8.4-1
Comparison of Productivity Index Results
The dedicated aircraft is so much more effective because it can carry a payload that
allows it to deliver more propane per nautical mile it flies. As shown in Table 8.3.2-1, the
payload capability of the dedicated aircraft allows it to have a mission scenario with a plume
radius that cuts delivery levels in the vortex from three to two. The payload capability of
the HSCT variation only allows it to have a mission scenario with a plume radius that
requires three delivery levels. The injection mass per unit distance traveled ratio is 36%
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less for HSCT variation than it is for the dedicated aircraft concept. These key mission
parameters are compared in Table 8.4-1.
Table 8.4-1 Comparison of Key Mission Parameters
Propane Payload
Plume Radius
Delivery Levels
Injection Mass Range
Fleet Required
_ ttSCT Variation
27,680 kg (61,175 lbs)
1200 m (3,940 ft)
Dedicated Aircraft
43,250 kg (95,583 lbs)
1500 m (5,580 ft)
3 2
2.30 kg/km (9.41 lb/nmi)
83
3.59 kg/krn (14.7 lb/nmi)
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8.5 Conclusions With Respect to Objective of ACSYNT Analysis
The answers to the questions presented in Section 8.2.2 were determined by
performing ACSYNT and COPES analysis on the HSCT variation and dedicated aircraft
concepts. The first question asked how the HSCT 2.4E design would have to be altered to
perform the USRA mission. The range of HSCT 2.4E would have to be extended by
1850 km (1,000 nmi.) This required a 70 m 2 (750 ft 2) increase in wing area and 25%
increase in engine size. These modifications increased TOGW by 33,030 kg (73,000 lbs.)
The increase in manufacturing cost for a fleet of 400 was $24 million dollars per aircraft.
The total operating cost of the aircraft when performing commercial transport increased
from eight to nine cents per average seat mile. There would be a significant cost impact if
an entire fleet of HSCT aircraft were built according to the HSCT variation design.
The second question asked how the USRA mission would suffer by flying an
HSCT variation aircraft instead of a dedicated aircraft. Ira dedicated aircraft were flown,
the USRA mission would only require a fleet of 44 aircraft that are 121,615 kg
(268,000 lbs) lighter than the HSCT variation. (The USRA mission requires a fleet of 83
HSCT variations.) The dedicated aircraft performs the mission much more efficiently since
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its fuselagedoesnot haveexcessinternalvolumeandtheelevationof its wing wasplaced
at themiddleof its fuselage.As aresult,thededicatedaircraftgeneratesmuchlessdrag
thantheHSCTvariationwhenflying theUSRAmission. Thisallowedthededicated
aircraftto havea muchgreaterpayloadcapabilityandamuchgreaterinjectionmassto
injectionrangeratio, hencethelowernumberof aircraftrequired.
Thededicatedaircraftconceptlooksveryattractivefrom amissionperformance
point of view, but sincethereexistsnoaircraft in theworld with its capabilities,the
manufacturingcostof thededicatedaircraftwould be$1.12billion dollarsperplane. Since
marketpredictionsindicateademandfor afleetof 400HSCTaircraftbytheyear2005,the
costof building theHSCTvariationconceptwouldbemuchlowerat $362million dollars
peraircraft (GeneralElectric, 1993.) In addition,thededicatedaircraftdoesnothavethe
capability to earnrevenuelike theHSCTvariation. Using Malone'sACSYNT cost
module,it wascalculatedthattheHSCTvariationconceptcouldearn$53million dollarsa
yearwhile not flying theUSRAmission(Malone,1993.) Thelowermanufacturingcost
andrevenueearningcapabilityof theHSCTvariationcompensates for its lack of mission
performance when compared to the dedicated aircraft.
8.6 Summary and Recommendations
The answers determined in Section 8.5 illustrate an HSCT variation concept would
be a intelligent choice for the USRA mission. A dedicated aircraft concept would deliver
more propane per nautical mile flown during the USRA mission but it does not, by
definition, have an alternate revenue earning function as does the HSCT variation. The
HSCT variation performs the USRA mission fairly effectively and can earn revenue as a
commercial transport the remainder of the year, making it more cost effective and thereby
more productive than the dedicated aircraft concept. However, the first answer discussed
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in Section8.5showedthattherewould besignificantcostimpactsif theoverallHSCT
designwasmodified to accommodatetheUSRAmissionrequirements.This indicatedthe
HSCT variationshouldbeconfiguredasaHSCT2.4E,or industrybaselineaircraft,that
couldbe feasiblymodified into anHSCTvariationon theassemblyline (e.g.installationof
largerenginesasopposedto amodificationof wing taperratio.)
Theproductivity indexcalculationsin Section8.5clearly illustratedwith respecto
missionperformanceandcosteffectivenessthattheHSCTvariationconceptwasagood
designfor theUSRAmission. However,someof theACSYNT modelingtechniques
employedto generatedatafor evaluatingtheHSCTvariation'sperformancewereonly
approximatein nature.Specifically,thededicatedaircraftshouldbesizedtakingoff with
minimal fuel sinceit canrefuel attheedgeof thevortexwith aminimal lossof time. The
optimizationof bothaircraftconceptsshouldincludeengineparametervariation. Thewave
dragassumptionsusedin themodelingprocessshouldbemorevigorouslycalculatedfor
eachaircraftconcept,andfurthermore,ACSYNT doesnot directly supportarearuled
geometry. Finally, theHSCT variationneedsto besizedasanHSCT2.4E,or thecurrent
industrybasehnedesign,thatcanbemechanicallyalteredto fly theUSRAmission.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS
The 1993/1994design
1)
2)
3)
objectives were:
To re-evaluate the key assumptions of the 1992/1993 design team,
in addition to reviewing the team's results.
To develop a matrix of baseline vehicle concepts as candidates for
the delivery vehicle.
To develop a selection criteria and perform quantitative trade studies
to use in the selecting the vehicle concept.
To complete the f'LrSt objective, an investigation into ozone replenishment
techniques and the current understanding of the ozone problem was completed. The
findings of this analysis concur with last year's findings that a hydrocarbon injection
scheme currently provides the best intervention method.
An evaluation of the previous year's mission analysis modeling technique indicated
possible shortcomings of their modeling methods. Therefore, a new modeling method
(coverage pattern) was developed to utilize the aircraft's range to its fullest potential.
Incorporated in this new modeling method was the ability to determine the best combination
of refuelings, injection plume radius, ground time, and Mach that would minimize the
number of aircraft required while not exceeding an aircraft's payload capacity. It was
determined that for the HSCT variation concept, the lowest number of aircraft required for
the mission while still meeting payload capacity requirements was 83. This mission
consists of one refueling per sortie, 1200 meter plume radius, 4 hour ground time, and a
delivery velocity of Math 2.4. In addition, recommendations were made for the use of
airports on only one continent and provisions for multiple tanker support have been
incorporated.
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Distribution of the propane from the delivery vehicle was achieved using a nozzle
with swirl vanes. The propane plume was analyzed using Classical Diffusion Theory to
achieve a 1200 meter plume radius as defined in the mission analysis. The nozzle was a
0.2 meter radius nozzle injecting propane at Mach 0.32. Supplementing this analysis was
an investigation into propane storage systems. The investigation illustrated that a multiple
tank storage system, constructed of composite materials would provide optimum use of
storage space, while minimizing storage weight. In addition, a plan for tank and support
structure integration with the aircraft was developed.
As a result of performing the aircraft configuration studies, a variation of the
HSCT 2.4E design was modeled and optimized as a HSCT variation concept using
ACSYNT. The propane storage tank studies calculated that with a payload of 35,430 kg
(78,300 lbs), the HSCT variation would be capable of transporting tanks, tank supports, a
refueling and injection system, and 27,680 kg (61,175 lbs) of propane. The mission
analysis calculated that with the calculated propane payload, there would have to be a fleet
of 83 HSCT variations delivering propane at a plume radius of 1200 m (3,940 ft.) After
determining the characteristics and the mission scenario of the HSCT variation, the cost
effectiveness and mission performance of the HSCT variation were compared to that of a
dedicated aircraft concept sized solely for the USRA mission. It was determined that even
though the HSCT variation does not inject as much propane per unit distance flown (the
driving parameter in mission performance) as would a dedicated aircraft, the HSCT
variation flew the mission more cost effectively. Since the HSCT variation performed the
mission much more cost effectively than a dedicated aircraft concept, it was decided it
would be an intelligent choice for the USRA mission.
The next stage of the aircraft configuration studies should involve acquiring an
understanding of how the HSCT 2.4E, or current industry HSCT baseline design, could be
modified on an assembly line into an HSCT variation. It was found that modifying the
HSCT 2.4E design into the HSCT variation decreased the aircraft's revenue earning ability
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significantly. Therefore,it wouldbeunfeasibleto modify theoverall industrybaseline
HSCT designfor theUSRA mission. Also, thenextstageof theaircraftconfiguration
analysisneedsto detail thedesignof theHSCTvariationconceptwith respecto injection
andrefueling systemconfiguration,stabilityandcontrol,aerodynamicperformance,
propulsionsystemcharacteristics,andtrajectoryprofile.
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APPENDIX A - CALCULATIONS
Calculations of Mass Propane per Unit Length
First calculate the average propane concentration in terms of mass. (We need the
concentration in terms of mass because that is what Classical Diffusion Theory uses)
Ciave
MWC3H8
MWair
ppbv
- average plume concentration by mass
- molecular weight of propane
- molecular weight of air
- parts per billion of propane by volume
ppbv = ( # molecules propane / # molecules air )
Ciave -- (mass of propane / mass of air )
Clave = ( MWC3H8 / MWair ) * ppbv
= ( 44 / 28.9 ) * 3.6 x 10 -9
= 5.48 x 10 .9
Next, calculate the mass of propane per a plume unit length. This will be unique
for each desired plume radius, here the calculations are performed for a desired plume
radius of 1200m.
Rplume = 1200m
Lplume = lm (unit length)
Vplume = x * R2plume * Lplume
= 7t * (1200) 2 * (1)
= 4.524 106m 3
Mass air in Plume = Vplume * Pair
= (4.524 x 106) * (0.121)
= 547,391.1 kg
Mass propane in Plume = Mass air in Plume * Ciave
= 547,391.1 * 5.48 x 10 -9
= .00300 kg (remember, this is in a cylindrical volume of desired
radius and unit length)
From the mass of propane in the plume (per unit length of plume), we can find the
propane mass flow, mprop, required to achieve the desired concentration. This calculation
is shown for a Mach 2.4 (708 m/s) aircraft.
mprop = Mass of propane * Aircraft velocity
= (.00300 kg/m ) * ( 708 m/s )
= 2.124 kg/s
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To calculatethemixing; nozzlespecification,mixing timeanddesiredplumeradius
mustbespecified. In thesamplecalculationstheoptimumnozzlespecificationsfor a
1200mplumeradiusanda mixing timeof 2 hourswill beused.In doing theactual
calculationsmanynozzledesignswereinvestigatedto find theonethatachievedthe
optimumplumerequirementsdefinedin themissionanalysis.
a
t
Ui
U_
9i
P_
nozzle radius
mixing time
propane injection velocity
free stream velocity (aircraft speed)
propane injection density
free stream (air) density
First, determine the injection velocity for the nozzle radius, form the desired mass
flow.
Ui=mpro /(9i*g*a 2)P
= (2.124 kg/s)/(0.1806kg/m 3 * 3.1416" (0.2m) z )
= 93.6 rn/s
Unfortunitly, classical diffusion theory makes the assumption that the nozzle
injection velocity is equal to the free stream velocity. As a result, in order for mass to be
conserved between the injection nozzle, and the downstream plume an effective nozzle
radius must be calculated and used.
m =pUA
mprop = Pi Ui * n * a z = Pi U..n * Reff 2
rearranging to solve for Reff
Reff 2 = a 2 U i / U**
= (0.2 m) 2 * 93.6m/s / 708 m/s
= 0.130528
Reff =0.0727m
Next, calculate the mixing constant using the effective nozzle radius
c = (0.025/0.8) * a * ] 1 - (piU i / 9**U**) ]
= (0.025/0.8) * 0.0727m * [ 1 - (0.1806 kg/m 3 * 93.6m/s)/(0.121 kg/m 3 *708 m/s) ]
= 0.00182
Now the swirtl factor comes into play. It accounts for the increased mixing due to
the swirl vanes. The swirl factor simply multiptlies the mixing constant by another constant
(sf). From conversations with Dr. Schetz, a reasonable swirl factor is 10.
c=c*sf
= 0.00182* 10
= 0.0182
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Calculate the values required for the P-function table analysis.
c 2 = 2cx
= 2c Uoo t
= 2* 0.0182 * 708 m/s * 7200s
= 185552.6
so c = 430.76
now,
a/o -- 0.0727m / 430.76
= 0.000169
assume equal to zero
Ccenter line = 1 - exp( -a2/2c 2 )
1 - exp(-(0.0727m)_/(2 * 185552.6))
14.2,10-9
14.2 ppbm
With these values, use the P* definition to calculate P*
P* = Ciave / Ccenter line
= 5.48 ppbm/14.2ppbm
= 0.386
Using the P-function Table II, for P* = 0.386, and a/o = 0.0, we get
r/o = 1.48
then,
r = (r/c) *
= 1.48 * 430.76
= 637.5m
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APPENDIX B
PROGRAM MISSION
* This program is designed to determine the total mission range and
* total number of missions required for the mission profile developed
* by the VPI & SU 1993-94 USRA Senior Design Team.
* The code was written by Daniel L. Youngblood
* Spring 1994.
* Last Modified: 4/21/94
***************************
VARIABLE DEFINITION: (ALL UNITS ARE SI UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED)
* BASRNG : RANGE OF AIRCRAFT WITHOUT REFUELING
* REFEXT : RANGE ADDED TO AIRCRAFT WITH EACH REFUELING
* TR : RANGE OF AIRCRAFT WITH REFUELING
* PVR : POLAR VORTEX RADIUS
* AIRPAVGR: AVERAGE RANGE FROM AIRPORT TO S. POLE
* REVFM : TIME FOR TOTAL REFUELING IN MIDAIR
* REFUEL : # OF TIMES PLANE WILL REFUEL IN MIDAIR
* GTHR : GROUND TIME IN HOURS
* PLMRAD : PROPANE PLUME RADIUS
* MACH : FLIGHT MACH OF DELIVERY VEHICLE
* BASRNG : RANGE OF AIRCRAFT (WITHOUT REFUELING) IN METERS
* REFEXT : RANGE EXTENSION OF 1 st REFUELING
* REFHLD : VALUE USED FOR CALCULATIONS IF REFUEL = 0
* FLAG1 : =1 IF REFUEL = 0; ELSE --0
* A : SPEED OF SOUND AT ALTITUDE
* VEL : VELOCITY OF DELIVERY VEHICLE (=MACH*A)
* SUBVEL : VELOCITY OF DELIVERY VEHICLE WHEN SUBSONIC
* N : LOAD FACTOR WHEN TURNING
* G : ACCELERATION DUE TO GRAVITY
* MINRAD : MINIMUM TURN RADIUS BASED ON MACH AND N
* TRNRAD : TURN RADIUS NECESSARY FOR FULL COVERAGE OF
VORTEX
* TRNDIA : TURNING DIAMETER BASED ON TRNRAD
* TIME : 3 WEEK DELIVERY PERIOD IN SECONDS
* GT : GROUND TIME IN SECONDS
* TRNDST : DISTANCE COVERED IN 180 deg. TURN
* EFFPLM : EFFECTIVE PLUME RADIUS W/OVERLAP TAKEN INTO
ACCOUNT
* SWPNUM : # OF PLANES REQUIRED TO COVER ONE SWEEP
* KOUNT : COUNTS THE TOTAL # OF SORTIES REQUIRED
* TMR : TOTAL DISTANCE COVERED BY ALL PLANES IN ALL MISSIONS
* YSTART : Y- COORDINATE WHERE SWEEP BEGINS
* XSTART : X- COORDINATE WHERE SWEEP BEGINS
* THETAS : ANGLE (IN POLAR CX)ORDINATES) WHERE SWEEP BEGINS
* Y'END : Y- COORDINATE WHERE SWEEP ENDS
* XEND : X- COORDINATE WHERE SWEEP ENDS
* DIN : DISTANCE THE PLANE FLIES TO THE VORTEX
* DOUT : DISTANCE THE PLANE FLIES FROM THE VORTEX
* DIST : DISTANCE FLOWN BY THE AIRPLANE ON THAT SORTIE
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* REFS : COUNTING VARIABLE FORREFUELLOOP
* SECT :2 * THE NUMBER OFLAYERS REQUIRED
* AC : # OF AIRCRAFT REQUIRED
* SPD : SORTIES PER DAY REQUIRED
* SUBMR : DISTANCE THE AIRCRAFT MUST FLY SUBSONIC
* LIMIT : PAYLOAD LIMIT
************************************************************
INTEGER KOUNT,MISSION,FLAG 1
DOUBLEPRECISION TR,PVR,AIRPAVGR,PI,TMR,REFUEL,
$ XSTART,YSTART,XEND,YEND,THETAS,THETAE,
$ DIST, DIN,DOUT,MACH,A,TIME,AC,SUBMR,GT,BAS RNG,
$ REFEXT,TRNRAD,VEL,N,G,EFFPLM,MINRAD,TRNDIA,
$ TRNDST,PLMRAD,SWPNUM,GTHR,SECT,REFTM,
$ REFS,REFHLD,BEST(30),MA(30),REF(30),PRAD(30),
$ GHR (30),MAX,DR,PAYLOD ,MAXPLD ,PLD (30),LIMIT
OPEN(2,FILE='(C)CON')
OPEN (2,FILE='A:ANALDAT.DAT')
OPEN(4,FILE='(C)CON')
WRITE(4,*)' MISSION ANALYSIS 1994 by DAN YOUNGBLOOD'
WRITE(4,*) ' '
WRITE(4,200)'MACH','REFUEL','PLUME RAD', 'GROUND TIME',
$ '# AC','MAX. PLD'
PI = ACOS (- 1.0D0)
150
DO 150, I = 1,30
BEST(I) = 1000.0D0
CONTINUE
DO 1000, MACH = 2.0,2.5,.2
DO 1010, PLMRAD = 800,1500,100
DO 1020, GTHR = 3.0,5.0,1.0
DO 1030, REFUEL = 1.0, 3.0, 1.0
REFUEL = 1.0D0
GTHR = 4.0D0
PLMRAD = 1000.0D0
MACH = 2.40D0
LIMIT IS IN lbs
LIMIT = 63147.0D0
LIMIT = 138000.0D0
CONVERT LIMIT FROM Ibs TO kgs
LIMIT = LIMIT/2.20D0
BASRNG = 6600 nmi
BASRNG = 12231014.0D0
REFEXT - 800 nmi
REFEXT = 1482547.0D0
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REFTM = 30.0D0* 60.0D0
IF (REFUEL.EQ.0.0) THEN
REFFILD =1.0
FLAG1 = 1
ELSE
FLAG1 = 0
REFHLD = REFUEL
END IF
IF (REFUEL.LE. 1.0) THEN
TR = BASRNG + REFEXT*REFUEL
ELSE
TR = BASRNG*REFUEL + REFEXT
END IF
PVR = 2524067.0D0
AIRPAVGR= 4204133.0D0
A = 295.0D0
VEL =MACH*A
SUBVEL = .80D0 * A
N = 2.0D0
G = 9.80D0
MINRAD -- (VEL**2.0)/(G*SQRT(N**2.0 -1.0))
TRNRAD = PVR/(4.0*REFI-ILD*(INT(PVR/(4.0*REFHLD*MINRAD))))
TRNDIA = 2.0D0 * TRNRAD
TIME = 1814400.0D0
GT --GTHR * 3600.0D0
TRNDST = PI*TRNRAD
EFFPLM = PLMRAD - (. 134*PLMRAD)
SWPNUM = TRNRAD/EFFPLM
KOUNT ---0
TMR = 0.0D0
* Begin mission analysis
YSTART = TRNRAD
YEND ---0.0130
MAXPLD = 0.0D0
WHILE ((PVR-YEND).GE.(TRNDIA)) DO
THETAS = ASIN(YSTART/PVR)
XSTART = PVR*COS(THETAS)
YEND = YSTART + TRNDIA
THETAE = ASINfYEND/PVR)
XEND = PVR*COS(THETAE)
DIN = SQRT(((AIRPAVGR-XSTART)**2.0D0) + (YSTART**2.0D0))
DIST = DIN+3.0D0*PVR*SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAS))
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$ +PVR*SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAE))+TRNDST
DR = 2.0D0*PVR*SIN((PI/'2.0D0-THETAS))
$ + 2.0D0*PVR* SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAE))
IF (REFUEL.GT. 1.0) THEN
DO 400, REFS = 2.0,REFUEL,1.0
YSTART = YEND + TRNDIA
THETAS = ASIN(YSTART/PVR)
XSTART = PVR*COS(THETAS)
YEND = YSTART + TRNDIA
THETAE = ASIN(YEND/PVR)
XEND = PVR*COS(THETAE)
DIST = DIST + 2.0D0*REFTM*SUBVEL
$ +3.0D0*PVR*SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAS))
$ +PVR*SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAE)) + 2.0D0*TRNDST
DR = DR + 2.0D0*PVR*SIN((PI/2.0D0-THETAS))
$ + 2.0D0*PVR*S IN((PI/2.0D0-THETAE))
400 CONTINUE
END IF
DOUT = SQRT(((AIRPAVGR-XEND)**2.0D0) + (YEND**2.0D0))
DIST = DIST + DOUT
TMR = TMR+DIST*SWPNUM
KOUNT = KOUNT + NINT(SWPNUM)
PAYLOD = DR* (PI*PLMRAD**2.0D0)*6.09E- 10
IF (PAYLOD.GT.MAXPLD) THEN
MAXPLD = PAYLOD
END IF
IF (DIST .GT. TR) THEN
WRITE(4,*)' '
WRITE(4,430)'REFUEL = ',REFUEL,'=> Insufficient aircraft range.'
WRITE(4,440) 'NEED ADDITIONAL ', (DIST-TR), ' METERS RANGE.'
GOTO 1030
END IF
430 FORMAT(1X,A9,F3.1,A32)
440 FORMAT(1X,A20,F12.2,A14)
YSTART = YEND + TRNDIA
END WHILE
IF (PLMRAD.GT. 1428) THEN
SECT - 4.0
ELSE
SECT = 6.0
END IF
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TMR = TMR*SECT
MISSION = KOUNT*SECT
CONVERTMAXPLD AND LIMIT FROM kg TO lbs
MAXPLD = 2.20D0*MAXPLD
LIMIT = 2.20D0*LIMIT
IF(FLAG 1 .EQ. 1)THEN
AC = (TMR/(VEL*TIME)+GT*MISSION/TIME)* 1.1
SPD= MISSION/(21.0D0*AC)
WRITE(4,'(A31,F4.0)')' NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT REQUIRED = ',AC
WRITE(4,'(A28,F4.2)')' SORTIESPERDAY REQUIRED = ',SPD
ELSE IF (FLAG1 .EQ.0) THEN
SUBMR = (REFEXT+(REFUEL-1.0D0)*REFTM*SUBVEL)*MISSION
AC "- (SUBMR/(SUBVEL* ME)+(TMR-SUBMR)/(VEL*TIME)+
$ GT*MIS SION/TIME)* 1.1
SPD = MISSION/(21.0D0*AC)
WRITE(4,*)'REFUEL .GE. 1'
WRITE(4,'(A31,F4.0)')' NUMBER OF AIRCRAFT REQUIRED = ',AC
WRITE(4,'(A28,F4.2)')' SORTIES PER DAY REQUIRED = ',SPD
END IF
MAX = 0.0D0
DO 640, I = 1,30
IF(BEST(I).GT.MAX) THEN
MAX = BEST(I)
LOC = I
END IF
640 CONTINUE
IF ((AC.LT.BEST(LOC)).AND.(MAXPLD.LT.LIMIT)) THEN
BEST(LOC) = AC
Mh(LOC) = MhCH
REF(LOC) = REFUEL
PRAD(LOC) = PLMRAD
GHR(LOC) = GTHR
PLD(LOC) = MAXPLD
GOTO 680
END IF
680 WRITE(4,*)
WRITE(4,*) 'MACH = ',MACH
WRITE(4,*)'TMR=',TMR,' MISSIONS =',MISSION
WR/TE(4,210) MACH,REFUEL,PLMRAD,GTHR,AC,MAXPLD
210 FORMAT(IX,F11.3,F11.1,F11.3,F11.2,F11.0,F11.0)
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200 FORMAT(1X,6A11)
1030CONTINUE
1020CONTINUE
1010CONTINUE
1000CONTINUE
DO 1100,I = 1,30
WRITE(2,1150) NINT(BEST(I)),MA(I),REF(I),PRAD (I),GHR(I),PLD(I)
1100CONTINUE
1150 FORMAT( 1X,18,2F8.3,F8.1,F5.1,F10.0)
99 STOP
END
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